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CHAPTER l
INTRODUCTION
(The Union's Dilemma)
Over the course of its existence, trade unionism has
cited various reasons; :ranging from

11

a living wage" to

"ability to pay•'* in efforts to attain higher wages for
'their members.

However, the argument with the most merit

is that of "increased producti vi ty.-increased. wage; 11 the
wage we speak of here being a non-inflationary one.
'tinoref;.sed produot.ivity is not the only possible source of

wage increases; but it 1s the only thing that oan enable a
lo~~

continued e.nd substantlal wage increase to be absorbed

without pushing.prices up."

1

"During the last century 1 output per man hour has
incree.sed at the average rate of nearly 2 per cent per
"='

. .
year
••• II...:;

To this propostt1on eonsider also that there may

be some slack in profits which might absorb some wage
increases, and, in add! tion, the J'>()f;)SibilJty __ Qf

~

long run

. -

trend toward. a very slow decrease in the percenUil.ge of total
product going to property 1 with an of'fsetting increase in the

share going to labor.

11

In that caee, if over ...all pr.oductivity

2
sumner H. Slichter, ~he, American &,q,onoiD.:~L, (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1948), p. 20. '

2

increased, :f'ol:" example, 2 per cent per year, it might be
practicable for wages to increse very slightly more, but ·the
excess would be of the order of magnitude of a very small
fra.ctton of 1 per oe:rit, 11 )

Excessive wage increases can only result either in
infla1;;ion or unemployment,

"Money wages push up costs if

they rise :faster than average productivity per man-hour .• "
While this ls. true of the economy as a

whole~

4

single unions

can achieve excessive wages with the burden mostly,passed on
to the rest of the publlc,

'l'he:rein lies the p:robl?m.

1tJhen

one union succeeds in l:'aislng wages for i·l;s members, there
results a· pressure upon other unions to do likewise.

"This

pressure appears to be felt as compu1sory..,.-a necessity of

survival for the un.ton, or at least for the
are to hold their jobs. u.5
of inflation.

But

11 • • •

leaders~

if they

'.I'he :result is a continued spiral

our society will not toler•ate an

indefinite rise i:r.t priees.

Sooner or la. ter 1 steps will be

taken thr•ough rnon.etary or f'isoal polic3r,
to oountel;'aot ,f\:trther price rises. n

Ol"

direct control,

6

3clark, .2!2.• c1~., p. 14.
4
.·
·~·- p. 2).
5J:big.
6

Gottfied Haberlar,

~ l!mfa~;!.-~

iJhe Y.ll19lh P•- )9.

'rhus we have the uni<.m's dilemma.;

Wage 1ncreases have

been their justification for e.x.1s tence in the past• but these

increases he:ve now become so burdensome as to invite public
censure and limitation by

statute~

Are there, then, any

al ternatd.ves to this situation in which union· leaclers • to
justify themselves to the members; fe'::l under a compulsive

pressure to ask, at times, for cost ... and prioe..tinox•easi:ng
/

oo:naessions df.!lapite their better judgment?

The most.promis ...

ing answer is that union members might be pe.rsuade<l of the
'

futility of wage lncrease.s t•hat are offset by price j.nc:!'t,;lases
or, alternatively. by unemployment.

A :non-inflationary \'.rage level dicta.teci by rules of
reason and baclced up by the threat of legislative force is
a d.ecided possibility• if unior1s fall to exercise a fair
measure of restralnt.

The

m~\in

stuinbling block to adopt ton

of pnoper union policy is the other· horn of the union •s .
dilemma.

vli th their opportunity to produce

form of money t"lages or other concessions

gains in the

raisiq~

costs

gre.f..ttly curtailed, oa!l labor leaders justify not only their
own position but the existence of the.en.t;ire union to their

ra.nk and file?
Po unions make .rlon...pec.mniary contributions to their

members?

Are these contributions regarded by the members to

be of sufficient importance to justify, at times 6 the unions
-----

exif3tenoe?

4
This paper will -consider the no:n-peouniary·aontribU•
tions of labor unions to their members in an effort to· ascertain their merit as an answer to the union leader's dilemma.
The writer would make it very clear that his thought
is not to consider the possibility of a complete substituN
tion of non-cost gains for those which do cost tl1e employer.
It is expected that wages will continue to. be rt.l.ised as the
rise i:n average prod.uctl vi ty makes this possible.

rrhe substi tu-

tion considered is in those cases in w}?.ich the best judgment of
union leaders might be over born by the membershlp's demand
for service from their union in pecuniary :f'orm.:...,perhaps
beoaus$• though erroneously, it was the only type of union

service they had learned to recognize.

CHAPTEH !I

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
awo~kera

organize into labor unions not alone for

eeonomic motives but <'),lso for equ(.'lly compelling psyoholo$ica.l and social

ones.'~

.. 11

1

The laboring man seeks economic 1 psy<Jhologj_cal anct
soc.Hal satisf1action in hls Job.

When &11 or any one. is

an

absent, the worker in order to comp(3nsate, seeks
tio.nal outside satisfaction.

addi ...

Union membership is one form

of such compensation.
The charge has been levied by

employe~"

groups that ·

unions are and have been actively seeld:ng ways of tieins<

their members more closely to their unions.

They maintain

this is being done on the false assumption that a union
member must give his tot¢:ll loyalty to the union to be a
good union member.

This concept is in conflict vtith other

il1s ti tutional loyal ties commonly found in all communi. ties,
chtu•ohe~,

such as

lo~.g;~s

and political groups.

•

emp~()Y&T't

and. var19l.ls other social ....... ·

However, Golden and Rutt,enberg,

acknow1$dgad. spokesmen for reliable and competent unl,onism,
are quit$ dEJfini te in denying this accusatien,

11

~

••

Union

membership :ts not an escape or a substitute.satisfaction

but a m$e.:ns for workers to f'lnd direct satisfsotio.n ?. .n
1

'

Clinton s. Golden and Harold J. Ruttenberg, :&c::
;Qz;namio.s of jndustria:J.:, Demoorar~ (New York: Harper and.

Brothers, 19 2}, p. ).

.6
their daily jobs for economic, psychological, and social
2
needs. ·••
There has been• in the past, an overemphasis on the

economic factors 1n union-management relations.

It would be

impossible completely to separate the three needs and say
this one or that one was the rnoti va t:ing factor for any partio ...

ular act.

But it should be noteds

11 •••

the dynamic quality,

the .m11itancy and the orusadi:ng .spirit of

tht~

labor move ...

ment ••• in the last decade were nurtured by the failure of

.management to satisfy the non-economic needs of workerS• 11
Trade UI'lionism serves as a balance of power

the employer and his employees.

J

bet~1een

No man can function at

maximum efficiency .tll'ho feels he is

a<~tually

or that he could easily be exploited.

being exploited.

Exploitation may take

many forms from employer-dominatt.3d. company unions to company
towns where everything is oontrollea.... -dry good.s and grocery
stores, housing 1 schools, and local government.

The Norker

.who questioned such authorl.ty might find things didn't

as

as before.

t~<~ell"

If he was

voQ~,feJrou~_in

11

go

l1is condemna ....

tion• he might f"lnd himself d.ischa:rged aa "disloyal".
Our tradition holds a man to have inalienable rights

to Life 1 Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.

--,--·········

~.,

4

4
Davemport

p. 21.

Russell w. Davenport, "The Greatest Opportunity on
Earth," Fott!At! (October, 1949), 66.

7

lists a. different sphere of human life covered by each of
these propositions.

Tha'Right to Liberty is the political

Right; the Right to the Pursuit of Happiness has meaning in
the spiritual or cultural sphere,

The Right to Life, how-

ever. • has undergone a change w1 th the passage of time.

I__

Originally; thought of f.wlely as the right to protection of
life and limbll the iUght to Life has extended into the

economic sphere.

ttfv1en still :need protection from v1olenoe;

yet violence does not constitute the ehlef three,t to life.
This threat htts now become economic.

In an industrial city

like Pittsburg, for exa.mplet it is sheer hypocrisy to talk

about the Rights of Han in terms o:nly of Liberty and the
Pursuit of Happiness.
· n.ot grow on Plttsburg 's

Since meat 1 milk, and vegetables will
streets~

v'l'hen a

~ll'o:rker

loses his job

he cannot eat--that ls. he cannot live.u~
By

uniting in the formation of a common front; labor

is able to offset

manag~ment's

enormous

ad.vant~ge

of ind14>

'lrid.ual contrr).ct--in effect, a balance of power situation

is oreclted.

11

'11r.>ade unionism starts from the recognit:ton of-

the fact thf3.t under normal condittons the individual. -unor..;,
ganized workingman cannot bargain advantageously with the
employer ••• 11

6

Singly, the worker has only e. nominal freedom

--- . .....
Paul.Douglas, Curtice N. Hitchcock» and Willard. Atkins •
!rut Worlter j.Jl r1odern g;ponp£n1c Societx. (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press; 192.3), P• 52~

~---------6-

8

to contract.

In reality, his freedom is dependent upon the

wh1m of the employer or the alternatives offered by vigor ...
ously .competing employees.

There is no reply

poss1bl~

1 com-

mensurate t-li th the psychological and economic needs qf the
~rorker,

except group aotlon to management's rebuff of, "if

you clon•t like it here; you can quit.'•
.The ind.ivl.dual's need t;o maintain pride and dignity•
h&S. been endangered by hiS

fea.r has varied

~,,tith

fE~&tr

goj.ng W1 thout a job.

Of

rl'hiS

the fluctuatj.on of the business cycle

and the.relative abundance of jobs.

One thlng is certain,

thought t:.h<., individual usually loses--.e1 ther economically or
.
I
psychologically. Labor unj.ons, mwe mE:lde a. distinct nonpecuniary oontrH?ution by enhancing the freedom, dignity, a.nd
personal worth of the ind1.vidual vmrkingma.n.

Moreover~

is a contribution thstt is continuing in nature.

this

In the early

days of trade unionism, each concesslon on the :part of manage ...
ment was

p~'l.rtlcularly

noteworthy.

Today, the humane, Christis,n treatment of organ1.zed
labor in the United States is
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·-·

th~

rule, not the exception.

-----~--- --~--·

However 11 the balance of pot•ler con.oept is as important a
be.nefi t now as 1 t formerly was;

bec~.use

it 1.s a guarantee

to the 'IJV'Orkingman that he will not revert to hls previous

statu;3.

Adam Smith once said that we would all be monopolists

if we could.

to come about.

,Thus • if both sides have the potential to with-

One strong and one weak member, be it union

9
or management, invites the other· to impose 1 ts t'Vi shes by power
policies.

vlhere .bo·t;h sides are evenly paired.

~>~lth

the likeli-

hood of a pyrrhic victory at best for the stronger, peaceful
o.onditions usually prevail.
, Thus far, we have considered' the psychological} values
of the union to its members
~mployer,

deallng

t'li

th a militant

What. of. the employer who hsus the best i:n:terests,

of his worl<ers at heart•?
i:-1.

~~hen,

Does the union have any utility as

.

psychological force under these oi rcumstia.noes?
11

1\n employer, be he

way of future.

progre~1s

worltmen as 1ndi viduals.

ever so well ...mea:nlng, stands

in

the

if he insists upon dealing with his

7 Only the union can give a l<.ror.ker

the sense of job security he needs to be complete person.
!n addition, 1 t is essential that lfabor be represented by
. whomever it designates.,

"Experience and reason both show

that a man, even if otherwise qualified, who is dependent
u:p<l.n the good will or an employer, is :tn no position to

:negotlate with him, since an insistence upon what he eons iders to be the :r>J.ghts of' the men represented. by f).im may

· tnean -n:ra

d.Ismfssai or,

of his employer."

at all events, the loss of the favor

8

The paternalism in the employer has limited
labor

:~?elations

·-·· ·--------Ibid.- 1

8

~bi,g..'

of today.

P• 526.
p. 527.

pl~toe

in

!ts only value comes when justice

10
has been gi v<:nl as. a minimum.
virtue,.

indeed~

However, in another sense, justice

h~s

tran~;;

A man Nants what is his just dUI'9 ... -not wnat

cents charity.

someone, acting in the
to give.him.

ThGn the rendering of mercy

cap~city

Qf lord-and-master, deigns

Even.though the negro slave in nineteenth

century America often fared better under a considerate
Southern master than as a free man, the sys tern

sioally wrong.

intrin ...

So also is that form of paternalism, tr,rhioh

robs the workingman of his pride,
denoe.

1:~-as

d.1gn1 ty 1 and self

At a corlr workers• organizational meettn,g,

girl summed up her employer thus:

conf1~
qt

comely

"'rhey do everythlng for

you bl).t provj de you wi tb a husband, tiil.nd I even knorr.r girls
l.lfho they got husbands for.

And. them what ain't got tlme t;o
9
get pregnant, they get foster kids for.n

Iridustri,.al dictator>ship has 1 1'10 place in a democracy.
Just as the Const 1 tuM. on safAguards

our poli ti.cal and spirit-

ual rights, so also 1 does the union stand as a proteotor of ·.

'

the workingman's economic interests and, with it) the peace
of mind that accompanies tt..
-.~--

-----o-r----non:;p-ecun]:-ary- values
-

-----------

'l'his union power is a bulwark

in addl.tlon to

such_l:)eo~n,4e.ry

as it may serve.

9Golden ana But;tenb~U?f:h Q.It.

£.U2.•,

p. l,?u.

ones

CHAPTER III
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS
I.
11

INTRODUCTION

lt is fairly well known that unions engage in a va.r1 ...

ety of activities and services t'or their members whioh lie

outside the purely pec::nmia.ry sphere.

Many of them are not

directly related to ·their members • t'Jork, but ra.ther to·
their rec:t.•eatio:n.al or community life.

Examples of s\.teh

activities or services include worker education. social

events. recreational programs, book clubs, benefit programs.
Some unions provide specialized counselling service for their
.members. 1
ice .free of
·kti
~.~~.1e.

Unions have even been known to provide legal serveh~rge

r emp 1.
oyers. 2

to members v.r1 th damage claims agai:ns t

Generally speaking, however, union serv-

ices which fall into the foregoing categories a:t•e sporatio

in

occurrence~

Noreover, 1 t should be noted.' that "no success-

.f'ul union has put ••• upllfe activities ahead of
butter problems of 1 t;s me:nl;ars.

th(~

bread and

'rhe fundaatental pur}')ose of

_organized labor in this country has always been collective

bargaining and so it romains up to now.u 3
1

Letter from H. M. Douty, Chief, Dlvision of Wa.ges and
Ind.ustrial He lations; Bt..tr•eau of Labor Statistics., U. S. Depart""
me:nt of Labor 1 February 2 • 195'+.
·
~--2-

--- --

- --

. Anonymous, nwoman 'wins Porterville Damage Suit Settlement-" §!!!! &ancil!£2. ~xarnin~, September 30, 1954.
)Phelps, 22•.£!i•t PP- 46)-464.

:· .... <,-.:. ~ ·.~

"In ·a survey taken. in the State
by the Instl tute of· Le,bor

Econom~os

c--f

12

1f1ash1ngtpn in 1949

of the University of

itJasht:ngto:n, l t was discovered that eight times as many workers
preferred a secure income, as evidenced. by a steady employ4
ment to higher ~.rages. u
This survey may or may not be representative of the

-------country as a whole; the sampling area. is too limlted,

How ...

ever. the results are not so surpris.i.:ng as they may at first
seem.

Today, America is a

n~tlcm

of E;'!mployees.

five members of the labor force work for wages.
sole p:ropr'ietor dominance is no

mor>e.

Four out of

The en:•a of

Wlth its passing)

oomeB a change in the factors which make for security;.
11

Securtty is not new; it ts a basic emotion. 115

'.rhe only

1'n;novat1on ·is the met;hods by which .tt is sought.
Labor unions see'k to promote for their members a
m~as;ure

of job securlty as well as other non-pecuniary bene-

fits, primarily· by the negotiation of colleoti ve bargaining
oontr:ao'ts.

Appr~xlmately

----:are~covt!l):rea-by--oolleotlva

.50 percent of industrial workers
agreements, an increase of nearly

40 percent in the last twenty years.

(See Table I for· the

breakdown by industries.)

4

.

Ewan Clague i 11 'flhe Worker. s Quest for Security In
unpubllshed mimeographed remarks befox·e Third Personnel Me.nagfltJl'lEUlt-mand.- Industrial-Relations -Semlnar,. University of'.
California at Lo!i:! Angeles. November 28, 19.50o~
-'Ibid.

lJ
Befo:r-e examining the extent and evaluating the specific

non....peouniary benefits which are secured by unions for their
members, lt is necessary first to define what constitutes a
non ...peouniary contribution.
As the name implies, non-peoun1o. ry benef:l ts aro those
l'lhioh cost "the employer l:l.ttle ox• nothing ln the long run.

For exs. rnple, shorter hours o.t; the sa.r:ne pay and not accompanied
by offsetting :lr1CJ"ee.ses in produet1CJl1 are in no t<J1se non....

pecun:lary.

Indeed, they are qulte as pecunlary as

ln<:n...er.-tses.

r-Im~Jev.E~r,

Nag~

inexpens 1ve safety equipment, over and

above that requ:tred by lt:t;,;r,

t-ITOUlel.

involve tc'J,n :tnlt.ial outlay.

But if it materially :reduced. abse:nce due to illness and raised

employee more.le to the
:prod.uotlvi ty exceeded
te~ancef

(~xtent
t~he

that the value of the l.n.creased

cost of its inst-::!..lla..t:ton and main-

the equipment w·ould constitute e. non-monetary benefit,

Also, there are ctroumstanceo where the pecuniary and
non-pecuniary merge.

Mea.sur~::1s

intended. to prevent the arbi-

trary dismissal of. workers would appear to be non-pecuniar•y.
However) if these measures made possible the continued. employ-~---~-----

men~

-

-- --

of non....producers ~ they t;;ould add to costs and so be

pecuniary~

"An examlne. tion of current collective bargalnlng agree ...
rne:nts lnd.ioates the emphasis unions place on non ...moneta.ry

factors, suoh as. job seourtty ( sentority}; health and. ge,fety
------------

l----~m~§l;.~Ht,.~.t!.i:.~PX~9.t~:Qtion of'

·-

-

employe,:ils against d1sorlminat1on and

14
discharge; prooedures for settling disputes; and a t'llide
variety of other working rules designed to achieve

ma.ter~.al,

although inta.ng1ble 1 improvements irt oond.itlons of employment,"

One question n¢eds to be asked of each specific nonpecuniary benefit and. of all these Gervices

&H'-:1 &.

whole.

Is

the .union activity in thls field appreoj.ated. by :its members
- to the extent of reso1 vlng the /m:li.on leaders' dtlemma?

How-

'

ever, this questlon can not ree,dily be cU'l.swered.

.It 1s pos-

slble only to r(UJ.oh an approximation of the respective values

tn the eyes of union leaders by consideriX',.g the service in .
detail and noting its prevalence in collective bargaining
oontr&cts.

Let

m.~,

then oon.s lder these non-pecuniary contributions

in more det;ail in order to evaluate th®1r respeot.1.ve m.er•lts
as well as the over-all potential.
II.
_[afe~tt·

SAFETY AND HEALTH

Up to the turn of' the century in this country 11

industry paid. relatively little attention to the physical
~------~wei-1-... being

or--rts workers.

Enough legal loopholes

in

the

existing laws permitted industry to avoid. financial respon ...
sibilfty for accidents.

J:.;;mployers were able to escape this
'1
bur•den by pleading any one of three conditions:
(1) an

--~

7

ett.er-from- Douty,

.

..QQ.• -ill;.

Michael J. Juoius, P&rson:q.~J. ,Manag~ment {Chicago;
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 19.50), p. 315.

6
-----

1.5
TABLE I
PBOPORT:tON· OF. WAGE EA1~NERS UND.F;R UNION AGBEEM8N1rS IN

------------------·~-------------

1946

-------------------------

Manufact1..tring Indust.ries

ll

80-lOO%
- Agricultural
·equipment
Aircraft &
parts
Aluminum
Automobiles·
& parts
Breweries
Carpets &
rugs, .\<JOOl
Cement

"Clocks &
watches
Clothing,

Men's

Clothin~,

\vomen s
Electrical
machimn."y
Furs &

garments
Glass &
glassware
Leather
tanning

Meat

:aook 1 job
Baking
Beverages •
None
printing & Chemicals 1
non ....alooholio
publishing
~xclud....
c~~nfectionery •
Goal proding r;J.tyon products
uot~
ya.rn
Cotton textiles .
Canning &
Flour &
Dairy :prod.ucts
preserving
other
Silk & rayon
foods
grain
. ttilxti les

Dyeing &

finishirJg
1
texti.es

Gloves,
leather
Machinery,
except
agricul tt.tral
equipment
& eleo....
trical
machinery
Millinery &
hats
Paper & pulp
Petroleum ·

packing-- .. ____ r.efining

________
1

Newspaper

priritLng
& pub-

lishing
Non-ferrous
metals &
products

product$

Furn1 ture
·
Hosiery
,
J~;lt-velry &

silverware
:Knit goods

Leather,

lttggage; ·

handbags~

novelties

Lumber

Paper products
Potterv. in~
" ~
eluding
chinawa:re
Shoes; cut
stock &
findings

Hailroad
Stone & clay·
equipment
products
Stet)l products except
Tobacco
pottery
Woolen &
worsted
textiles

except;

those

by Neil W.

fit)nthly. Labor Jlevie~ 1 Vol. t$4 (1. 947), p. ?66, quoted
Chamberlain, "Co lective Bargaining, tt p. 43.

~mployee 1 s

own

carelessness~··

(2,) the actions of :a competent

fellow;.,.worker, and {.3) the :risk connected. w:tth

t~he

worl< which

the worker was wj.lllng to take v•Ihen he accepted employment.
Following much agitation to laglsla t,s

~fJ;'t•J&y

these

common law preoec1ents ~ the states • one by one, passed. la\"1S
providing compenoatlon fo:r acddent:s and illness resulting

·-from ocoupatj_onal hazards; all forty ... fllght stater;; h.ad some

such legislation by 1938.
The provisions in the compensation la111s make it
expedient for· management to :reduce acc:i.dent,s and ha.zard.s,
as the oh.arges ag¢l,inst any one employer (his insurance

p:remiuras) vary td th the number emd. severity /of compensati ble

accidents.

Various mer•it ratings, 111hereby, rates are reduced

for successful appl:tcs.tion of ss,fE1ty programs, serve as &n
ao.ded ind.ucement to reduce ace idents.
11

The humanitarian aspects of safety have long been

recognized~

but :t•ele.ti.vely little was done about it v.:ntll

:lt was pointed out that not on1y should. 1:nd.ustry be

ested in th.e safety of its Norkers
1-------•-.--------

----·---·-·---~--

b~cav.se

inter-~

it was th.e socially

-·- ------·------

and morally correct th:i.ng to t1o but that efforts expend!:::d in
8
this direction paid in d.ollat.. s and cents."
'l1he value to a

oomp.;,<ttny of' a successful safety program that results in
healthy and safe workers is not to be underestimated.

ttA

more co-operative spirit, higher morale, better workmanship,

and William Spriegel,
McGraw-fUll Book Company,

-

-------

17
better use of mat.er1als

.
are reflected :in

still are.

Plished..

~.na. ec~ulpment~

~n.wh .·workers. n

&hd better discipline.

9

It is true a great deal has alread.y been acoomn In

1911 1 for example, the normal expeotl?"'ncy of

life for non-industrial

worl-re~cs

was

etpproxim~ltely .5J~Ol}

yea.rs, where<'=1s 'that for indus trial wage-earner·s vJas 46.63

years.
life

In recent years this sttuc.ltion

expect~:u1oy

for r.vage-earners as

h~~.s

improved so that

a whole is only slightly

less the:m for t.dl me:nbers of ou r• popul&l tion .. 11

much remE:tins to

be

10

HoNever t

accomplished; a, statistical approach

:!;iciV#isC!.s sor::e rather startling data:
tr ••• Every year about l out of every ,30. persons lvho
ar•e actually employed. will suffer a • disablillt-~ work
injury• of ~3cmEJ kind or other. Of these, 1 out of
every 3, 000 will be killed or· permanently totally
disabled, 1 out of ever~r ?50 w.ill be partl~Jlly d.isabled for life • and 1 out of every 32 will be letid
up for a d_ay or more 'v"'.i thout permanent after> affects.
The average loss in man-days was 22 per• injury, or a.
total of lr4. 7 million for the oovntry as a whol.Eh

This was equivalent to a year 1 s full-time employment
:f'or 150,000 men. Hot·iever, j_t represented only a part
of the total produc tlon losses due to inju:r·h"ls. lvhen
allowance "t>·if..:ts mad.e for i:'h~ future effects of' clet;d:.h e.no.
r----~-----Pe~marlt':mt--dlsabilities (for o:nly one year, 1947) the economic t:tme loss chargeable to injm'lc:s li<t.P.s 23:3~700 1 000
man ... da.ys, or :the equlvalent of '?80,000 man... yea.r·s of
employment • 11 1· · •
·

9Jucius, Q2•
10

2J~.,

p. 314.

Dale Yoder, Personnel Mana ement and Industrlal
New :iork-: ---Prentice-Hall, 1949), p. 539~----

l----.:=~::::..-:::.:i~oo:.:e.·~s-

11

SOUl"ce: "Work Injurles in 194·7: ·.Preliminary Estimates," l1.C?:P~hlu; Labo:r· £1!2-V-r~. Narch, 1914>8, pp. 301 ... 302 1
quoted by Orme W. Phelps. Intrqduc tion,J~2. Labor t<:coll9m!os.
(New York: Prentice-Hil1 1 19.50), pp. 212-213.
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In addition to these direct costs, there exist also
hidden or indirect costs resul·ting from accidents.

H.

tv.

Heinrich suggests the following lir:;t of items repre senti:ng

indirect coats• which he estimates, exceed di:r>eot costs by
12
four ,tlmes;
l.
2.

Cost of time lost by other employees
Out of curiosity
Out of sympathy
o~
To assist injured employee

a.
b.

~1ho

st<:>p work.

).

Cost of time lost by foreman, supervisors, or
Other• executives as follows:
a. Assisting injw:-ed. employee
'b. Investigating the cause of the accident
o. Arranging for the injured employet-?'s production 'to be o<>ntinUE~d by some other employee
d. Selecting, training, or breaking in a new
employee -to :replace the injured employee
e. Preparing state accident reports or attending
hearings before industl'"is,l oommission.ers

4.

Cost of time spent on the case by first-aid
attendant and. hospital staff 1 ~'lfhen this time is
not compensated. by insurance.

5.

Cost due to injury to the machine tools, ·or other
property. or to the spoilage of m.:<J.terial.

6.

Cost due to interference with product~on 1 failure
to fill orders on time, loss or bonuses • pa.yrne:l1ts
_ot forfeits. _and other slm.ilar causes.

7.

Cost under employee wsifare a11d ben,e:fi t systems.

8.

Cost in continuing th~ wages of the injured employee
in full, after his :return--even though the services
of the employee (who is not yet fully recovered) m-::w
:f'or the time be worth only about half his normal
value.

1-----~~-----

-~------

Cost of lost time of injured employee.

12

Source: H. W. Heinrich, 11 Cost of Industrial Accidents
to the State, the Employer. and the Man,n Monthl~ Lab,gr, Beview,
Vol. )1, No. ·5 (November, 1930.), quoted by SootL, Clothier,
and Spriegelj ~· cit., pp. 400-401.
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9.

Cost due to the loss of profit on the injured
employee•s productivity and on idle machines.
•;

10.

Co~t of subseqwent injuries that occur in con-

lL.

Overhead cost--the expense of light~ heat, rent,
and other such items-.... thgt con.tinue while the
injured employee is a non-producer-

sequence of the excitement or weakened morale
owing to the original accident.

of industrial accidents can be prevented.

The report of the

Committee on Labor-Management Cooperation for Safety holds
that nthe industrial ao.cident, problem can

be solved only by

full cooperation (on all levels) between employer and
employee.''

lJ

It further found

thr~.t

labor unions also have

a moral obligation to cooperate :tn accident prevention
demonstrated by: 14
a.

Taking its agreed part in the safety program in

the plant.

b.
o..

1----------~---

Uslng its influence in encou:C'aging the employees
it represents to work safely.
Promoting accident prevention through its publicat l ons , union meat 1ngs :.:and ed.uo a t1 ona.l court:H'H3 1
with emphasis not only upon plant safety but also
with du~ regard to safety in the home, on the
_high1'lfty 1 and in other activities outside the

plant.

13

.

United States Department of Labor • J)e:Qg;:ts .2!, the
Com,m~tt~!. .211 Labor':"l'flanagemenj( Qoope:ratioJ.'! f£.r. Safetz.
The
President's Conference on Industrial Safety• 1949-19.50.
Bulletin No. 1:36 (tvashington: Government Printing Office),
p. 6.

20

The report recognized. Joint safety committees r(l)pre•
sent1ng both company and union as a ttgenerally existing
pattern of' participation in

safety~"

Joint Safety Committees,
'J:he practice of' workers participating on plant safety

committees as union representatives is: with few exoeption$.
an, innovation.

There is no set procedure for selection of

the committee members or their tenure; this varies from plant
to plant.

Membership requirements are usually not too stringent.
A one year minimum of plant employment is often prescribed.
HO'Vlever, n ••• in oocupa tl ons of high hazard, special knowledge
and experience may be ne:aessary.

Th® United f11ne Workers •

Union reg.u1res safety committeemen to have had 15 years'
employment. and fixes an age requirement .as well.

Underlyi~g;

these qualifications is the thought that an effective safety
committeeman must be thoroughly familiar with his industry,
the

opeq'•;:~tions

and processes, and their accompanying

hazards~

_l't __i~Lusually_the policy of spreading-the responsi-bil.---·-

. tty· and. ·experience of serving on these committees

as

.:.~

..

much as

possible. ,Tenure is, therefore, usually for 6 months or one
year periods.

n

15

21
nsome unions like the Machinists and the Mine vJor.kers

provide, usually, for equal representation with management.
The union :r*epresentatives are appointed or elected. directly.

Other unions like the United Automobfle Workers and the
:Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuildi.ng Workers usually
subrni t to management a given number of n.arues of union mem.,..

16

--bers11 ·

- ..

ft>om which management makes a final selection.

B.epresentation may be one person for each department (along

the lines of the United States Senate} or according to the
'

number of workers in each d.epartment (similar to the House
of Representatives).
The dut:tEH.:s of a safety committeeman include regulen"'

1:nspeot1on of hls department, encouraging safe work practices,
i:nstill:tng the·safety message (by personal contact and bul ...
1et1n boards.

Slogan contests and inter-departmental compet1 ..

t1on for safety prizes are other methods used to communicate

the safety idea, and taking part in committee meeting$
(including checking o:n previous recommend&tions).
:Noteworthy acoomplishments 17 of safety committees
1-------.----..:---~---------·--

----------- -------

--- -·-

include those of' the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Eddystone,

;f>ennsylvania, committee which considers also problems of
plant sanitation and health.

Not only hygienic conditions

but·also nutrition problems connected with the plant

1------,----- -

-Ibid-• -

17

Ibid.
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cafeteria and mobile canteens come up for soruit1ny.
committee at the Ford Company of Chester,

The

P~nnsylvanla,

have

succeeded in ellmi:nating a traffic· hazard rlght outside the

plant gates.

They arranged with the city for a system of

traffic lights for the streets lea.ding out of the plant to
the main highway, thus expediting

- ocqasion for

tr~ns1t

and lessening the

risk~takirtg,

"So few work safety campaigns, in any but the smallest
works, have be$n

suo.cef~sful

without the help of a joint

safety committee that one may be rege.rded as absolutely
essential.

It perforrrus

the~

vi tal function of lettil1g the

workers know that they have a share in the works safety

moveme.nt, thus gaining thei.r cooperation."

18

Union participation ln safety programs for the benefit
of their members is not limited to local unions but exists
on an industry •,'fide basisThe United Mine \olorkers seek to focus the at;tention

of its rank and file o:n the need for added safety in m1n+ng
by publishing monthly box scores in its paper of fatalities

- - - - <:rompa:rea-wrtn-ooa1

~"9roduction figures.

'l'he September 15, ·

1948; issue appeared tnus: 19
.(

18

..
Industrial Accident Prevention Bulletin, The British·
Ministry of Labour and Natiom.~.l Service, quoted by United
Stat(;ls Department of Labor, ;oint Safet;y: Committees, p. 16.

2)

Coal ... Mine Fatalities in July, ·1948
Coal m~ning aqoidents took a toll of 9.3 lives in July 1
1948, the u. S. Bureau of Mines reports. .B:ttuminous
r:atalities--80 1 anthraclt~ fata.lities--lJ. ·July was
stained. by two major disasters. Thirteen were killed
by a gas explosion at the Kings mine in l?rin.ceton,

Indiana. Eleven lost their llve;a ln a gas explosion
. at the Edgewater mine near Birmingham. Alabama.
Ranking causes of fa tali ties were: root and race
falls 1 39 fatalities; explos:tons. 24; haulage, 11.

P...enns.y-1-van-1-a
Bituminous Killed Anthracite Killed r.rotal
Killed.
Production
Production
:Production
(short tons)
(short tons)
{short tons)

·Pennsy~a

l"Ionth

January
February

March

5.5,780,000

49~711;000

June

33;844,000
)4;600,000
55,96.5,000
5.3,208,000

Total

331.432,000

April
~1a;y

July

48.t}l~ t OOQ

92
93
29
4.5
78
67
80

-

4,921,000
4,675;000

4 1 92H,OOO

4,4)8,000
4,867,000
4,590,000
4 1 365 1 000

484 32,784,000

19
12

12
9
8
9

60.701;000 l l l
54,386,000 105
.38,772,000 41
39~038,000

54:

86
60,832,000
76
5?,798,000
l l _2,? a 680 1 OO..Q. _2l
82 )64,207,000 566

In the cement industry. union ...... or joint":"'-safety committees ~:.~xist in 4 out of every 5 cement mills.

~~.Among 40
--

l----baa-io-industrjJ~s-stud.H3d

cement industry has; over a period of years, ranked
the 8 saft-lst.

--

---

-

------

by the Nat:iomil Safety Council, the
~J.s

In 1947, the injur·y frequency rate was

one of
L~5

per-

cent below the rate for all 40 industries surveyed by the

Couno1l. 11
20

20

Anna Beroowitz, 11 Labor-Management Relations in the
Cement Industry • If rJonth.lz ~ll.P9.r.. Review • January, 19.51, p. 4.
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Contt"act Provisions.;
'Heal th and.. saf'ety provisions in union

1

have several objectives, inelud.ing:

~gpe~menta

{1) to pledge the

employer to maintain reasonable health and safety standards

and to comply with government regulations on he&tl tq and
sa!'ety; (~) to stimulfil.te observance, ,by the comp-a:q.y; union,

and by all employees, of

l'H:~al th

and safety rules; and (J) to

provide for union participation and to enlist employee cooperat1on in safety and accident prevent1on. 11

21

Contracts may contain two types of agreements:
clauses and specific provisions.

general

Many contracts are drawn

with no speo1f1c provisions at.all included.

This o6curs in

·the less hazardous trades, and. reference to safety 1s made
in gEmeral language.

.

Examples. of these include:

22

Health and Sanitary Conditions' to Comply with State and. Federal

Laws.
The health and sanitary conditions c>~' this company
shall meet the requirements prescribeu under the Laws
of Commonwealth of Pennsyl v~mia and. the F'ederal Laws
of the United States.

The urao:n agrees t;hat it will encour•agc") its members to
work safely and to coopera.te to the full~.st extent with
21

United Ste.tes Department of Labor. Col;leotive Earga!:rA-

l..lli. frova.siolU!,: Safetr. Health~ ~ Sani t9t1on. Bulletin
No. 908-..lli (washington: Government Printin. Of'flce,
-- - - - - · - - - - -

22lb~,§..

the company's ·safety engineers and safety inspectors
in ord.er to eliminate hazardous conditions within the

plant.

Many agreements make detailed specifications as to
safety rules, l:lafety committees, company inspections, extra

employee protection; unsafe working conditions. and publio
safety,

An example of each

follows~

23
.

------sa.fety and Health Rules Di.soussed. with Shop Commj.ttee.
Rules governing safety and health will be discussed
tlfith the shop oo.mrn:i.ttee before promulgation, except when
such rules are required by law or governrnental regula'tlons or orders,.

Un1on and Company Safety Committees to Meet Periodically

~o

Review Accidents S.{nd. to Consider Union Reoomrnendations and.
Suggestions on Safety Hulas~
It is agreed between the parties that their respective
safety oommi ttees shall mEH:;t at ree.sona ble intervals of
time for purposes of reviewing case histories of actual
l<:~st time accidents involving members of tht3 (union) and
~o consider recommend.ations and ):$uggest~gns of the (u:nio.\1)
·r·eglirding existing and propose-~safety r·ules. Befo):'~ new
safety rules are adopted they shall be subject to full
·discussion with the safety comwi·ctf)e of the (union) •
Continl.lous

In.spec~ion

by

Compt~ny

:Hepresentatlve; Specie"l

lnspeetion on Request of Union or Worker us ::l.ng Equipment.
1------~--

-- --

Inspection of all equipment throughout the plant·or
place Of· employment shall be continued by the superi:n'ii'·
tendent or other persons designated by the company from
time to time. An. inspection of any equipment may be
s~cured upon the recommendation of the \..rorl{men 's oom ....
mittee or the workman employed on such equipment. The
unionworkme:n's oommitt0e lT!f;ty make wrltten suggestions
to t.he superintendent or his represe.nt;atives a.s to the
elim1nittion of hazards ln order to prevent accidents.

23 .

~-

Spe¢1f'1o Safety Equipment Furnished at Cpm.pany's Expense.
The company at 1 ts own cost and· expense shall furnish
to all employees wheneYer necessary the following items:
gloves, jumpers, acid ... resistant. aprons,. overalls • reapira. ...
tors, salt tablets, soap. and towels.
No Employee Required to Drive Trucks not Equipped with Safety
Appliances.
_ The employer shall not require members

the u.nlon to

of'

take out on the streets or highways a:r1y vehicle th'::l t is

not in a safe operating condition or any vehicle that is
not equipped wi.th safety applia.nc\7s prescribed by the law.
Employees Nust trlaintain Personal Cleanliness.

Sanitary toilets. wash stands and paper towels, also
accommodations for hanging clothes, shall be provided by
the employer. The employees shall.keep themselves olean
and in a sa.ni tary oondi tior.t at all times~
The rapid lncx·ease of labor union membership f'rom 1935
to 1942 of 150 percent, plus the emphasis placed on full pro ...
duotion and the reduction of needlessly lost man-hours during
World War !1, has focused at·te~tion on plant safety and safety

A spol{esman for the

programs.

Natio:t:~f.:tl

Association of Manu-

facture:r.s maintains that, "There has been more cooperation
.
24
(in this field) than in any other act1vity. 11
1---··--···--·~-

-·-····

·-·--~~·-~~

Uea}.th.

The importance attached to ma:l.ntfJ.ining an

industrial health program cannot be properly estimated.
year the nation loses 4 1 )00,000 man: years of
bill. 1 on 1n n.ationa 1 wea1 th beoause of bad
1 - - - - ~---------

24--

-

--~-

-

~-

-

-

t<10rk

" 1 th.
h$cl.

Each

and. $27
2 .5

- --

from Bernard C. He.rtu:ng. Assistant Manager,
Paeifio Central Region, National Association of 1\lanufaoturers,
Fe brue:ry .5, 1954.
J..~etter

2.5

Phelps, -Sm.• Qllo; p. 210.
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· A thorough health program should inol ud.e:

(l) the

provision of plant medical faclli ties (physical examinations
and first aid stations); (2) sanitation and sanH:ary: pro ..... ·
visions, (3) lighting~ (4) hea:t;1ng and ventil&tting, and (5)

safety provisions and programs.
provision

.fOl"

To 'Chis should be added

an educatioml.l progrD.m to further health and

- -- safety.
The followi:hg are provisions commonly found 1n col•

lactive bargaining agreements and incUcate to what extent
2

the above health program is being carried outt 7
Adequate First-Aid Equipment Accessible and Available at All.
fJ.'imes.

Adequate first. aid equtpment shall be placed and
malntained by the company in headquarters of each department and such equipment shall be m.e.de easily acoessibl$

and available at all times.
Pre•employment and Periodic

Examinod:~i

ons by Company Doc tor.

The company may require all applicants for employment
to be examined by a physloj_an employed by -the company 1
shall have the rl.ght to requir-o all er.aployees to be
examined and :period.ioally reexamined at reasonable
intervals by a physician employed. by th!!_j company, all
such physical examinations to be free at the expense
1-------~_.Qf _j;,h~L company •Employei" to l'Iaintain Sanitary Conditions.
rtthe company will continue to maintain a clean. properly ...
light.ed; heated» and ventilated factory with approved
. safet;y devices.

26
-------

27Bullat1n No. 908-14 as cited above.

•
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Specific SanJtary Facilities .Provided and Maintained,
The company agrees to furnish good drinlting· wat~r· and
sanitary fountains will be provided where necessary~ ..
The floors of· the toilets and. t-mshrooms will be kept ·in
good repair 1 in a clean, dry, and sanitary conditlon.
'11he shops and washrooms will be lighted and t'.e&Jted in
the best manner~ possible consistent wj,th the source of
heat and light available •. Loekers will be provided
for all employees,
Employees Required to Yillow · or Learn First A:td,
An employee eovered by this agreement is raqtllred to
take first ...a1d training u.nle ss he possesses a knowled.ge
of at l~His·t the fundamentals of first aid to the injured,

i.e.,

·

Artificial respiration
Control of arterial blee(li:ng
Tr~~a.tment of shock

Note:

Thls ag:t."eeme:nt covers copper raining opero,tions.

Health and tvelfa.re Plans.

The first lines of attack against disability of any
kind

hav~

been prevention ano. insuranoe-...preve:ntion in the

for•m of health and safety progr:::.tms and lnsurance by individual
initiative~

11

St111 a third avenue of redress

become popular 1

r""~s r~oently

the unlon-sponsor-ed. health and welfare

28

fund.. 1*

Employee benefit plans through collective bargaining
is a relatively new but l''apidly growing field.

During vJorl.d

War II, the Government's policy of frozen \'lfages permitted

reaso:nable employee insurance and pens:!.on benefits.

ln

29
194.5, the Natlonal t•lar Labor Board ordered oet•tain, benefit
I

plans to be included td thin union contracts.

'rhis and favor-

able tax laws, permitting the deduction of contr:lbuti ons as
operating expense, greatly speeded the growth of welfare
19/.~8,

plans; by.

three m111lon workers

t>~ere

covered by such

plans.
11

Un1on-manageme:nt negot.ie,tions over employee-benefit

plans, as evidenced in oollecti ve bargaini.ng agreements, tend.
t;o fall into three basic ca tegor ie s :

1.

Pla.ns created by colleot1ve bargaining.

2~

Em.ployer ... sponsored plans continued or brought
within the agreement.

3.

graployer-sponsored pla:ns remaini~~ outs ide the
scope of collective ba!>gaini:ng. 11 ·

The plans establlshed through collect.i ve _barga:lr1i.ng
fall into one of three types for ad.ministrative purposes ; 30
(1) those administered by the union solelyi

(2) plans

ad.mints tered jointly • and (:3) programs administered by a

private insurs.nce company wherein the employer pays the
premium directly or into a special premium fund.
1--------~-·------

"The most famous such plan. of course, is that of the

United I·Hne

\~orkers

of America, which by 19lf.8 was f:tnanced

2 9un:ttecl states Dep&rtment of Labor~ golleotl.ve
Barg~i_pina Provisions,;
fiea,lt.l'l; lnsUl"anc~~ and ;fgns~orl..f!.
Bulletin No. 96B-17 (Washington:. Governmen0rl.n€ing
-

---

30mu.ted States Department of Labor, ttUnion Health
and Welfare Plans~" !i,Qnthl¥; I&tbot, Review t February • 1947.

JO
by a royalty payment of 20 cents on each to:n of. coal pro-

. 31

d:u.ced. 1t

About 450,000 miners (37.5.000 bit;um1nous and

7.5,000 anthracite) .in 3;000 mines ln 23 states)come und.er
-.-/'

the progrtilm.

'J:lhe, provisions call for a flat rate of t~lOO a

month to all miners reti:r.-ed. since Nay 29, 1946, wl:lo were 62

years of age or over and had a record of 20

y(~a.rs

of service

-- in the industry.
'rhe question the.t must be asked with regard. to health
and t..relfare plans is, do these programs come within the seope

of

non-peouniar~r

members?

oont!'ibut.l.cms of labor unions to their

Benefits i!Jhioh fall into the non-pecuniary category

muat cost ma.nageme.n.t 11 ttle or nothing--and not because the
cost can be passed on to the consumers.

"It should be under-

stood. that any charges assumed by t:.he employer go into the

oost sheet, which in turn is imposed on the customer 1n the
~elling

price of goods and services.

desirability of

hospit&.lizt~tion

No one questions the

and of prepaid medical care.

The only point at issue 1s who should bear the expense .n

F11na.nc1ng of the plans are either:

32

(1) entirely by

1------c----·-··-··- -

contributions by the employer, (2) by joint employer and.
employee cont!"'ibutions; (3)

oy

a. combin;!:l.tion a.rra.ngeme;1;1t 1

whereby the employer pays the full cost of certain benefits

-----·· tracts,

-J 2 ~r.
11

s. Rukeyser,

Fringe Benefit Idea for Union Con ....
§£.11 Franoi§.Q.Q. Examiner, October 14, 1953•
11

-

--
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and the

vo1orll~ers

sha:r•e ·in the cost of others, anc1 (4} entirely

by contr:i.butions of ·!;he

employ~es.

There is no way ln which plf)ns 1 1 2, e.nd 3 can be
construe:d as non-pecuniary 1 however beneficial and humanitarian
they may be.

Plan 4 hJ

certa~.nly

a non..-monetary contribution

by unions to their members, especially if the nn:lon is instru-

mental in securing the most advantageous insura:nce and chan...
nels dividend pay·ments and rate rebates :tnto r·educed premiums.
/

Un:f'ortunf:ttely,

11

most plans are fim).nced entirely by

the employer ••• n 33 and, therefore, cannot be consldered under
no.n-pecuniary beneftts.

nThe .reason -vJhy such hidden addi ...

t.ions t.:; labor cost have so much allure is not difficult to
For the worker 1 the l1osp1ta11zatlon benefit does not.

ftnd,.

take the form of a money payment subject to reduction by the

But this is rEH.-:tlly a loophole sinee

personal income tax.

such benfJfits do constitute income in all except a technical
legaltst:i.c se11se.
F'or their part, employerB are attractt3d. to tmch · gim·
miclts in contrast t.'!l'i th stra.ight pay because the fringe be):).~-~

__ fits* ttJhatever they may cast an hour, are rwt subject to

penalty premlums for overtime, week-end and hollday
emplayment. 1134

---

34 .•
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11(3alth and welfare plans came into w1der acceptance

due to war-time conditions.

The situs.tion today is now

vastly altered ch:te to the ending of Wage Stabil.tzatlon* an
increased le,bor force, and tax changes;
benefit plans are here to stay.

howevi~J.""~

employee

There may yet be hope that

health and welfare plans can eventually be view-ed a.s a union
benefit at least partially non-cost to the employer·.
11

Post ...war oonditlons may put a new emphasis, not so

much on welfar£1 funds, but on their financing." • 11

JS
·

and. the

relative proportions in employer•ernployee contributions to
t;hese funds,.

"Senior1ty may be defined as the practice of basing
)6
employment privileges upo:p. length of service • 11
The term

"employment privileges" is a.n all-incompassi:ng one and
should be divided into ·i;hree areas .ln order. to determine
the degree that any pa.rt;.icular seniority exists:

(1)

categories where seniority applies, such as promotions,
------

-

transfers to more desirable duties, choice of shifts •
choice of vac;.3t1.on t;irne, seitection for over time work, layoff, and rehire; (2) the extent

tr~hich

factors other the.n

length of service are to be considered; and. (3) definition

· -

~'•: 1rr:·,.;;Q. st,.:'lt~s

Dep@.rtmerit or·

Labor~·

11

Union Heai th and

Welfa:t·e :E'lans ,n Montl).l,:t, Labor Rev ie!!, Februax•y 1 1947.

)6-t.JUO. i. US 1 .9J2.•
.

ni+·:

~· t

.
""l7
p.
t:.._;~ •
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·or the llmi'ts of seniority rights: ~nd. mE;Jthod of their
accumulation~

To determine the prevalence of seniority benefits -

------

curr'ently effective in industry$ the Bureau of Labor

Statistics analyzed 3.30 current collectlve ... bargaining;
.agreements selected at random am.l covering
t-mrkers,

The

resu+<~s

or

ove1~ l~

million

this survey are as follows;

TABLE !l
CONS!_DEH/\TlOl\f OI11 SEN!OHI:l'Y IN DWPEHMINING OHDER OP

---

-

.

....

4w

~ ..... ~~

Agreements

Degree of Cons ide:t·r:J.t :lo:n

•

'\

• • •

Seniority governs.

~

...

Par ...
cent

Ntunber

3'30

109

f4 ~ 179. 000.

lOO

• • 119

36

1,09_5,000

26

•• •

• • •

• • •

-~

-

equal--con..,. ·
side.retion with ability • • •

Sen1-or-:t-ty-g~iven
----

---

Seniority ~;econdary., i.e. •
governs only if ability
equal • •
e-.
. • .. •
' •

..
Weight given s'>niori ty ne-t
c. lear .. • • .. • .. .. • • •
-

_.

...

:

__lll_l,.l_.t:_I::)I

,..,

e!'(l;-Y'l<HL\;9

.,--.-.

se:n1o:r1ty •

~--01¥-

.3? James Nix,
Benefits,"

ttonthl~

11

~

:Per•
oent

,.

8.3

2.5

7.59,000

2

J.

7,000

18

---

..

•

38

12

soo,ooo

12

•

•

11

)

JL!-J ,000

8

...

•

77

23 ·11·4-75;c000

)6

"

--

..

Seniority governs, provlded
sertior employees competent
to do available work • • • •:
I

Workers Covered

Num ...
ber
,.,

Total • ..

LAY~OFFS J? .

-Collect1 vely

:8arga1Tieil Length-of-Service

.LabQ!: Review,, August, 19.51,

-

-

-

--

--

~ABLE

Ill

gMPLOYE;D~S

CONSIDERATION OF SENIOHITY IN SELEG'TING

~

:

Agreements

..

Num.,.

be:r

• • •

..

Seniority governs

..

PROMOTIO~

Worl<:ers Covered

··~·

Degree of Conslderation

Total •

Fon·

. ..

• •

• •

I

:Per-

I Per-

Number

.oo~~...- ........ .\...

A!il>'l"'of.
_._,. ... w

VP".U'-'
.

• .'330

100

4.179.000

100

• • •

9

)

48,000

1

senior' employees competent
to do work • • • • • • • • •

91

28

717~000

17

5

1

26;000

1

..

2:3

l,J6B,ooo

JJ

.

4

86~000

2

41 1 J 9:34) 000

46

• •

•

..

.

.

Senio:t•i ty governs provided

Seniority given equt'tl con-.
s1derat1on with ability f

..

•

Seniority secondary; i.e. 1
governs only if ability
equal • • • ·•
• • • .. • • • 77
Weight given seniority
not
clear • • • .• . • • • • • • • 12
No :reference to seniority • • • 136

-

wnfll....._

"'

1 ty_(i.tppl_leJ.t, __ it_ is- necessary -to keep in mind alao the-limiting·-----

··racto:rs involved.
Th(?re. is no rule-of'-thumb for
seniority..

th~!

The length of serv:loe may be

time the employee first comes to

NOI'k

accumulation of
<~alcula tr3d

from the

or the:t"E-; may be a pro ...

35
:not cause los$ of seniority already

earned.~

Agaln, certain

interruptions in service are not deducted at all, such as

short-te:r>m personal absences, layoffs, and sick leaves.
The calculation of seniority may be either on a
plant t d.epartmen.tal or occupational basis.

J.f'igured on a

department ...tdde basis, it ls qu1:ce possible for employee A
-- - to have spent 10 years

1.:1t

a given plant and have less

seniority.than employee B with 5 years service.

Transfers

may, thus, result in complete loss of seniority, pa:rtlal"
loss or no loss.

Agttirlt plant-'t'tide senlori ty is sometimes

coupled with a demonstratton of ability to perform.
Promotion to the supervisory level and subsequent
demotlon may o:r• may not result in complete loss of seniority.
There are certain instances where the question of•
seniority is ·tx•eated in a special manner.

Certain highly

skilled employees who arE; hal"'d to replace may be exempt

from sen:lori ty lists.

Un1on•shop stewards or

the gr:levanoe committee may be gl ven

gr€Hi\ ter

member~

seniori t;y

rights th8.n other members of . their departments.
~-----,or-world- Wa:t~ Il~-notemployect

by

a

.. o:f'

Veterans

----

firm before the wa.r 1 may

be given seniority for the period.s of their military serv1oe.
An important limiting f<:wtor of any seniority plan is
the relatlve value placed upon merit;.
oompani~s

_______

a.~ger

"Usually in smallsr

the merit factor will weigh more heavily; but in
cot1J.panies ~ particularly where unions have a

36

st~ong

voice, seniority is given greater \'1Te1ght. 1'.3 9

Unions

have sought to minimize favoritism and d.l.ser1minat1on on the

part of management by reducing its arbitrary power of
tion~

selec~

Met>it is sometimes construed to mean ability to satis ...

.factor11y perform the job.

Where it is feasible, a try-out

or probationary period is provided •. /Again, on-the-job
//
F

training is sometimes given to bring performance up to an

acceptable standard,

In sorne cases, training for another

job is made available beforehand to tl1ose· interested, and

ability to perform is fairly well ascertained.

n ••• labor's

argument :runs, a man should be eligible for promotion not
only lf he is already qualifiecl but if he oan qualify within
40

a t>easonable period of time. u

Promotion.

Almost 60 pereent of the agreements studied

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics required some

consideration

of seniority in promotions.
"Ne:gotiations between labor and management on a promotion program generally ¢-enter on the following questions;
(1) shall
the employer ·-··have
t.he r1gl:lt to _p~omote solely as -- - --- - .
·-·---···---· ---·-·--·-······-·-" ... . ·-·-··
....

i-----

he sees fit, and, collaterally 1 must he promote from within
or may he hire f'rom the outside J (2) if not, what

:3 9Jucius, .2Jl• ill•, p. 2,39.
40

United States Department or Labor, Qil:l~!Jt!l·X~ £}~£S:!Un-..
--~-Frovistons:
Promotion; Transfe~~ and. J!f:!s1&;i;rqent;. ~aloft;
Wo .k.;.S ari:n. , arii Re~m:Ql!?,y.memt. Bulletin No. 908 ... 7.
tvash!ngton: Government Printing Office, 1948) 1 hereafter
referred to as Bulletin No. 908~7, p. J.
n
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qualtf1o~tio~s

or, f'actors shall govern the sele9tion of

an..

employee for promotio:nj and, on the basis of such stand.ard.s,
who shall finally determine the best qualified employee."

41

In actual agreements, as Tables II and III indicate,
most employers' rights to.promote are qualified
degree by the seniority factor.

~n

some

Below are some common pro ...
ltl")

"Tw

-- raouion provisions in oolleot1ve bargaining contracts:.

Promot!ona ,from within;
General Company Policy to Promote from Ranks.
It shall be the policy of the company to me~k~ all, promotions from the ranks of' the employees, and. only wnen
impractical will it be the disposition of the company to
vary fromthis policy. Employees promoted. from the ranks
to the position of foreman shall retain their seniority
rights as workmen in the department from which promoted.

Senior! ty governs if (imployee qualified:

Promotion to Serii or Qualified Employee.
Chano$,to

senior Employee Given

Qualify~

In case of vacancy and promotions, it is understood that
the oldest employee qualifying for the job Will be given
an opportunity to fill such vacancy. f~u~tlifieation means
that opportunity be given the older employee to qualify
and in case such an employee does not qutt.lify for the
job, he shall have ·the privilege of retUl"ning t0 his
pr~_v_~<:>us _J2()J?_j.t_1on_@:t; _tl1'il_ s&rne rE:tte _ot' pay._ -

1----~-------'-

Sen:lorj.ty, equal to other

factors~

Consideration to Department Seniortty and

Averag1~

Ability.

In all cases of promotion; the following factors shall
be considered:
1. Length or service.
2. Abil1,ty to perform the worl{.
1~---

----

41Tb<\A.: • 1
~

42llt.!!.

p.

<').

~·

"~

!:n determining factor 2, ·an etnployee with ionger
eo:nt1nu.ous .serv1oe ,shall not be compelled to show that
he has the highest ·rating in this factor; it will be
sufficient f'or him to show that he has average rating.

For the purpose of promotion. length of service
(factor l), shall be construed to mean continuous
service in the department concerned rather than in the

plant.

·

However, in dep&:trtments 'lr-Jhere there . is a., derinite ly ·
es"tHbl1.shed l:t:ne of promotion from operation to operation, continuous service shall be oonstru~:~d. to m(l)an
continuous servi.ce in the line of promotion.
Seniority subordinate t:.o other factors:

Se:niori ty Governs t4heroe Ability and Physical Fitness are
Relatively Equal.
In reoogni tion, howevert of the responsibility of
management for the efficient opeX'ation of the plants,
it is understood and agreed that in a.lJ. oases of:

Promotion (except promotions to positions excluded
from the bargaining unit set forth in this agrEH~ment)
the following factors as listed below shall be considered; however, only where factors (a) and (b) are
relatively equal, shall length of continuous s~f>vioe
be the determining f'aotor~
(a..) ability to'perfoi-mthe work;
(b) physical fitness;
{c) continuous service.

Recourse to grievance prooed.ure l:n promotion:
_J1;mp~oyerd s-Determinat1onof

Subjeot ·to

G:riev~.nce

Bela-tlve Abill ty t'o:r Promotion

l?roeed.ure.

!n advancement and p:ref6lremt:tal placement of employees
seniority shall govern where ability is relatively equal.
The employer shall determine' rela.M.va ablli ty of the
employees subject to griEJvanoe procedure. If the
employee fails to fulfill the :requirements of the job
within a )Q ...da.y trial period the e
·

39
Tr•i&l period after promotion:
Si~-Day

Trial Period.

When a vao~.?tncy occurs the employee having the highest
plant seniority will be given f+rst consideration for
transfer to the higher paid job~ taking into consideration the employee's experience and ability. In case Of
Sl.tOh transf~rs there will be a 6 ...day. trial period·duriY.lg
which the employee must demonstrate his ability to per~
form the w?rk.properly and shall receive top rate.
·
!L-:1

The following case study.... "" is included because it
demonstrates quite clearly that vexing problems still arise
in industl'•ial

rel~ tiona

• even where sen1ori ty provisions,

like the ones just mentioned., are included in the bargaining·
con'traot.

It

shOl>~s

the service which a union may render in

interpreting seniority provisions once written into the
collective agreement.

44 purchased two fork-lift

The Waste!" Corporation

tv hen

trucks to fao ll ita. te .warehouse ha:ndl ing of mater 1a1 s.

the new trucks arrived, the W£trehouse foreman assigned. two
of' his men, John li'ortineau and fi:arl Chadwick; ·temporarily to

dEJmonstrate to the consulting engineer the trucks in operation.
The engineer was so favorably impressed with Forti:neau's
~----~a:b-.tl1·ty-thi:Ot~tf

ne re<;tiieited. that

the

Job-of

~-

--- ---

--

-

----·-- -

-

·----------

head ... lif'e truck

operator be created an.d given to Ji'ortineau.

This job

cal~ed

for supervising the proper use and ma.intaine:noe·of the two
trucks and carried with it a

S cent an hour pay raise.

--- Pigors and Myers, ~· cit.f pp. 41,5,..42,5.

44Fiotietious names have been substituted tn this oase,
but all other elem<n1ts are factual.

--

40

The local of the union objected to Fortineau•s.appo1nt•
ment on the grounds ; . Cl) that he ranked. third· on the
m~nt•s

depa.rt~

seniority list, and (2) no one else was given th.e

opportunity to try out for the new job as head ·lift-truck

operator,
The <)ornpany had an agreement with the

c.

I.. 0, . union.

that provided that promotion to a higher paid job in the

same de;part:ment; which have a functional relatlonship shall
be on the ba.sis of senioJ?ity, provided the employee is

qualified and competent to

f~ll

the position.

Competency

was to be considered a large·factor but the union had the
right to quest1 on the reasons for disregard.ing seniority,

and the matter was arbitrable,
The seniority list 1n accordance with the bargainit.lg
oontraot was;

Edward. Paradise
William Cassidy
Andrew Conte
John Fortineau
Louis tva tkins

'rhomas cote

Leo Lamb

Arthur Dumont

--Albert TerU\ult

Kenneth Altman

Earl Chad.wiok
M~.r}.agement 1 s

position was that Fortineau \V"$.s

'~head

and

shoulders" above everyon.e else in a.b1lity and tha.t the job
had been ares. ted only because he d.isplayed such competency.

I:naddition 1 the

unlonagreem~ntnmade

faotor in promotic)ns.

competency a large

When agreement could not be· reached, the case
scheduled for

the

hearings~

arbitrat~on

along .with four others.

\i&.S '

l?r1or t.o

the presidentof. the company and regional

dlreetor of the union mat in an attempt to settle the eases.
At this meeting, it t-las agrliH~d that E.dward Pa~adise be given

a reasonable tr-ial 1n the position of hem.d truck operator

-and that John Fcrtineau
at h:i,s present, reite.

be 11amed

assistant to a supervisor

This t-Ja.s PEirmissable under the bargain...

ing oontl:"aet since such assistant positions were outsi.de the
scope of ·seniority regulations.
J?a:r~ad.ise

performed the head operator job to the

f'aotion of the.warehouse foreman• and Fortineau,

s~tis

whos~·job

was created to save embe.r:rassment • was of real value to the

company in his new position.
An important fact to be noted i:u this case is vagueness of. the relative value of oom:r;:etenoy, to seniority in
th$ application of the contract provision.

Here is a case

where the bargaining power and tenacity /of tl'le union secured
I

consideration of seniority.

This is the rule; not the exoep ...

,_____!_±_<!_!1 1 .J.JL_1n4JJf1_t:ry to_day, _arl.d 1 t must, of' neoess ity, be so.

No -oont:ract provj.sion can possibly cover every promotional
situa.tion.
:;:,;ra:gJ&fer.

The need for tra.nsf'er may arise for anyone

of sevf.llral reasons.

It is :tmporta:n.t to define these reasons

,______as-Seniority mayc be affected tn vastly different degrees,··
depending on the types of transfer involved,

Management may

42.
ini tia. te a transfer

fo~

ort a temporary basis or

reasons of

plant~

efficiency ei tner ·

Employees may request

permanently~

transfer.beoause of shift preferences, better advancement
opportunit~es

,

or a clash of personalities.

While seniority is ustmtlly .not affected by tempor·a:ry
I

;

transfers> those of a permanent

:natw~e

are handled in one

of the following ways: 45
l.

A transferred employee takes hiS seniority with
him into. the new department~ but he· forfeits his
rights in his old department.

2,

He retains seniority :Lnd.ef'initely in h'U~ former
department Ttfhile building up sanio:r.-1 ty in the
new unit from the.qate of transfer •

.3•

He .loses previous dep~,rtm.ent seniorii;;y: n~it:.'1er
does h\9 take h:ts seniority into the new ·un.it.•

Transf'ers made by the company usually provide for more
pr>otection than those requested by employees,

They generally

permit the bringtng along of accumulated seniol"ity i.nto the
new dep(!rtment,
:tn the previously men.t ion0d

s~udy

of· the

Bure~u

of

Labor Statistiost about one-fifth of the workers were covered

by contracts which ·called for tt'anafe:rs from one job to
·Other less frequently
[

found provisions require tr>anst'ers initiated)by the company
--//

first be discussed with the u:nion; or that tr>ansfers be
allowed solely

Elt

management •s d1soret1on only under

specified ciroumst.anoes.

45

oert~1ll

Some agreements limit the number

.

Unit;ed States Department; of' Labol"' golleotive Bar*"

~aining

Provistons;

~i'tfashington:

§enlorit;l.

Bulletin No. 908-11.

Government Printing Office" 1949), hereafter
referred to as Bulletin No. 908-11, p. 32.

4)

of times. management may transfe.r an employee. du:ri:r.lg a

R;iven

per.16d; and some provide a grievance procedure on transfers •.
Most contracts • however, vest with me,nagement the

perogative of making transf'ers in the best interest of
maximizing the efficiency of the production process.

The

following are prov1slons commonly found ln collective

h~

'l'tl:tA

..,... ..,.....*

i

Yl1 v>n

O"""...,..-I.;J.4-"'tA-e

,.

A-.,+-""'"',..,+-,...
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Company r•ight to transfer;

Company Hight to Transfer Except 14here Seniority Jeopardized.
. lt ls agreed that the company will not enforce transfers that jeopardize the employee's seniority, but "that
otherwise transfers may be

rri£~lde

by the company.

Senior .tty in tra11sfer;
Notice ,Posted. fox• Transfers Within Same t'la.ge Spread.
Seniority Determines •rransfer Among AppliceUlts.

'l'o promote the orderly ti'ansfer of employees to other

jobs wl thin the same wage spread,. the company shtl.ll post

notice in the plant requosti:ng employees who w+sh to
transfer from their jobs to other Jobs which may become
availabJ,.e with t~he same wage sprea<:l. Empl6yees desiring
such tl"Elilsfers shall fill out a form provided for this

purpose by the company; thereby creating a pool of
available people who wish to tl?ansfer~ Transfers shall
be made on the basis of senior1 ty.
UniOXlS- QOnsultedon

'_. c ___

Limi i;a tions on Permanent

-tt>hlnsfer~-

T:r•a:r~sf.'ers

Specified.

It ls tmderstood and agreed that the employer has the

right to trans:fe:c> orp:i>omote employees to any position,
occupation, fghift or )pla~e where their services are
according to '1 ts own JUdgment. However, the
employer• agrees to make no permanent t:r"ana:f'e:r c-r

l1~lH!.~ded

.. 46
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promotion without having f'irst discussed the matter ~1ith
the union. Xt is furthezo agreed that no employee shall
be forced to ma.l{e. a pe.rmanent transfer where an employee
with less seniority remains in the seniority group. No
employee shall be compelled, to accept a lower. paying job.

No employee shall be compelled to accept a transfer out•
side the bargaining unit.
·
47
:Int;er ...unl t transfers :

Seniority Lost After 90 Days• Residence in New Depa.rtment.
An (~mployee yJho tJ:•mnsfers to anoth•~~r department;
forfeits his seniority in the department from which he
was transferred after ninety: (90) days' service in the
other department.

Total Plant Seniority Transferred After Specified Period.
t'lfhen an employee is transferred from one department to
another, SlJOh employee shall retain his seniority rights
in the dept:-lrtment transferred from for a period of 6
months, after \'thich, his· total factory service and
seniority shall apply in the department to which he has
bee:n transferred. ·

Original

T~epar·tment

Seniority Retained on Tre.nsfer; New

Department SeniOl"i ty Accrues from Date of

Transfer,<~

Any employee transferring from one department or main
classification to tJ.nother retains his full continuity of

service, his full plant seniority and his full depa:t:>tment seniority ln the depar·cment or main classif'ioation
from \1hlch he came t but e~SJtablishes his senlori ty in the
new department or cla.ssif'ioation as of the da.y he com...
rnences work in the new department or classH'lcation.
rremporary transfers to another department or cl~ttl:li:l1f'1¢~·
! - - - ---tlon-shal-1- not-give tlre-elnpl<)yee ·sen.IorTty -ln--tha.t
department Qr classification.
~ax.oU. ~

Rehire.

Tradit,ionally 1 the price the American

pe.o:ple have had. to pay for the d.ynamlc aspect or their economy
has been ur1employment.-

4?

..

The value of collective bargaining

Bulletin Noi 908 ...11.
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I

I Ill_

1

II I'

provisions

periods of unemployment is depend.ent upon

du~ing

the type of unemployment:>
teohnologio$1
oha:nge and prolonged
/
.
dep;roession have no solurion oont.raotually.
''

11

When the layoff

I

is of a temporary nature, however, union agreements which
specify the order of' layoff and reemployment rights are
clearly in the nature of safeguards to individual workers."

Over three-fourths of' the agreements studied

by

48

the

Bureau of Labor Statistics in their 19!51 survey required

vary lng degrees

o~

cons ideratton be given to seniority bi

establishing the order of layoff •

(See Table 3).

11

The

1nore.asing importance accorded: the seniority factor is a

tribute to the effectiveness of thf& union 1 for it· has often

been opposed by management on this issue • 11

49.·

The days of a notiice in the Saturday pay envelopes
stating tbat "effectj.ve Monday, your services will no longer
be required," are

draT~'ling

to ·a close.

A number of compe"tnies

have a step ...by-step program, f-ormul&ted with the help of the
union, t"'or

$..

reduction ill. force.

would be temporary

15y

a s-fiai'Ing-

help,~~

or work

--------------

rrhe first to .be latd-off

then probe,tio:riary workers, followed

--

down to some minimum number of hours,

and. finally, layoff of employees.
It \'rorks to the benefit of both labor and management

to have some provislon for rehiring and retention of
- Bulletin No. 908 ...7.

York:

49Neil \v. Chamberlain,

Qollectj;v:~ ~argain,.tpg (Ne\t

McGraw•Hill Book Company, !no., 1951), p. 323.
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seniority.

The company has .a more ready supply of experienced

labor when a business upswing occurs, and the .workers are
inclined even to quit a new job to return to their former
employer if their seniori t;y- rams. ins intact.
:):n geneval, the following pvovis ions are most often

found in bargaining agreements:.5°
Union Consultcition.
Prior to any layoffs~ the company agrees ·to dis cuss
matters with the union,
Notice as Fl.lr in Advance as Poss1ble,
Notice of a layoff wUl be given employees as far
ahead as possible,
Layoffs on Basis of Plant-WiCl.e Seniovity and Abill.ty to do Job.
In oases of layoffs or rehiring, due to decrease or
increase of the working fot·ce, the principle of straight
plant senior·i ty shall be observed, provided the senior
man has the necessary experience and ability to perform
the available work.
Casual, Seasonal, and Temporary Employees Laid Off Before
Regular Employees.
All ee.sual, seasonal, or temporary employees at
identical tasks in the same depar·tment, unit, office
or subdivision, shall be laid off before any regular
employee is laid off.
11

Bumping" on Basis of Plant Seniority.
'l'he employer agrees that employees whose jobs are
abolished, or closed down temporarily, due to slack in
opere.tion or other considerations • may clxercise their
plant seniority to displace employees with less plant
seniority in jobs which they are qualified i;o perform.

soBulletin

No. 908-7.
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Wo:r>k Shared as Equally as Possible.
In the event the employerfl should not have enough .work
to keep all their employees working full time. then such
work as may be available shall be equally divided among
the employees, as far as is practicable.
Employees Last Laid Off' Are First Eehired. ·
In rehiring employees previously laid off for identical
tasks in the same department, unit» office, or sub:---------'id""i._.vis ion, regular emolovees shalL be rehfred in the
inverse order- of layoff'; that is to say. employees last
laid off shall be first rehired,
Value of Seniority,
It has been established that most labor unions are
vitally interested in the setting-up and defense of seniority
in some form,

Another question whl.ch should be considered is 1

does senicri ty co:ntrl.bv:te to the welfare of this country as
a whole'l

If it were itself a net evU, l.t would be a sorry

alterne,tive to socially unfortunate pecuniary demands,
On the liability side, it must be conceded that
seniority stifles incentive to some extent, and by overvalul.ng experience, it encourages a lower standard of
workmanship.

It places great responsibility on those who

originally hire employees and may lead to over-selectl.veness,
Seniority may weaken the esprl.t.,-de-oorps of any company by
alienating the older workers with long service records and
younger men with short tenure,
reduce

mob111ty-~a.

Lastly» seniority tends t.o

necessary ingredient for the efficient

functioning of an economy such as ours.
The sen1orl.ty method for determining employment reduces
disoriminatl.on, favoritism and nepotism on the part of

48
management; moreover, its operation is simple and readily
understood.

Most important, it gives every worker a measure

of job security proportional to his length of service.. Man
is ever seeking some sort of security, and while " •• ,seniority
does not by itself create or preserve jobs it has become
synonymous with the job itself in workers' minds--job equity
Jl

-.

. .

. ..........

~

r

q

----,or--tenure?- rights--protecting th-em -ag.?; fl:ist Tayot·r or .discharge. •:-

r:-,

Finally, the seniority system helps reduce labor turnover,
thereby ao.ding a/measure of stability to the economy.
final analy:;is,

~

In the

••• aenior1ty may be expected to retain, if

not to gain, a higher place as a tool for measuring employ•
ment preferences."
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A :number of these advantages are also

advantages to the employer, thus helping to make this servioe
to members non-cost (net) to the employer.
IV.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

It l.s particularly important to a worker not to have
his seniority and re-employment protection Jeopardized
shoulcl he be forced to leave his job temporarily due to
illness or personml reasons.

"Leave of absence is genet'-

ally permitted under provisions in union agreements» at
5lclague. ~· cit.

52Jucius, ~· Q!l., P• 240,

the same time preserving such rights and

bene~its

f],ow from continuous service with an employer, ....

which
53

There is a considerable range of variation among provisions.

Some require only "good" cause for a leave of

absence; others list in detail the only acceptable reasons.
Again, some grant leaves for a "reason<able" period while

Another type of leave frequently provided is for
reason of w.aternit;y,

It may be hlcluded under the "good"

cause provision unless there is an established time

li~1it

which would be too brief •
The following clauses pertai.nlng to lE<aves of absence
are typical of th<!>se appearing tn collective bargaining
.. . 4
agreem•om.ts : 5
Leave for "Good" Cause.
Employees, upon request, shall be granted leave of
absence fo:r good cause, with the w1•i tten conli?ent of the
company, without prejudice to their seniority or other
rl.ghts. ·
Maximum Sick Leave 3 Years; Seniority Cumulative up to 1 Year.
Any employee
seniority up to
by an reputable
to his sickness
seniority.

off due to hl. s sickness, shall accrue
1 year upon presentation of a certificate
physician. After an employee is off 1 due
for a period of 3 years, he loses all

5Jtlnited States Department of Labor, Collective~
gaining Provis+ons: Legye .2£ Absence; Military Services
~eave.
Bulletin No. 90 -6 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1948) 1 heeeafter referred to as Bulletin No.
908-6, p. 1.
4
5 Bulletin No. 908-6.
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Mater:n1 ty Leave for

.~'Reasonable"

Time.

Leave of absence will be granted to female employees
for a reasonable length of time to permit adequate confinement and recovery after the birth of the child,
Pregnant Employees !'lay Continue lvorking Only Wl. th lvritten
Consent of Doctor,

Light l!Jork Furnished, if Possible.

· Female employees shall be entitled to 1 year 1 s
t-------rn~.t.~-rnttY--le~.ve- of---absence--without --~y, -wi-thout- loss
of seniority. In cases of pregnancy, the employee will
only be a1 :owed to continue at her work subject to a
written approval of her physician, and all such
empl.oyees shall notify the personnel director 3 months
after conception, 'l'he company will do its utmost to
place such employees on light work,
V.

DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE

There is a growing tendency in industry as a whole to
rely more upon disciplinary measures short of discharge.
'1This

change is partly a result of the growth of unions,

which have provid.ed a means of challenging the ·former
absolute :right of the foreman ·t;o dismiss an employee; "

55

unjust and discriminatory dismissal has been minimized by
union action.

l~oreover,

the increased use of discipline

short of discharge indicates a progressive policy desig-ned
to attack the cause of a breach, and isffect a remedy rather
/

than meting out punishment.

Discharge in certain respects

is an economic and social cost to both labor and management.
The dismissed employee loses his source of income, flcoumulated

55Pigors and Myers, ££• cit., p. 241.

f
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seniority 1 and rna,)< well have difficulty finding other
ment.

employ~

His self-esteem and family relations may be affected.
'

· It costs management time and money to train a new employee.
There is also the danger of reduced lJIO!'ale of other workers
which a discharge may precipHate.
Discipline, short of

discharge~

J-------co'"r..-.w"'r'"i t ten repr:lmiirid.-;--suspens ion or

may result in an oral

de mot ion.

'l'he following

are typical provieions :fottnd in collective bargaining agree. .56
menta:
Discipline by Union for Speclfied. Vio1ations or on Company
Bequest,
Any members of the union,who, lndividua.lly or collectively, violate the provisions of this agreement,
or refuse to follow the grievance procedure provided
in article V of this agreement, or refuse to abide by
deoislons m<td.e under this procedure, or l'<'ho violate
the provisions of the union's constitution and bylaws.
shall be subject to discipline by the un:Lon and a dis•
missal or suspension from. union. membership, in aocordance with the provisions of its constitution and bylaws. The union agrees to promptly discipline any of
its members violating provisJ.ons of this agreement.
The employer may at any time recommend to the union
the disciplining of a member of tbe union violating
the provi<Jions of this agreement, and the union shall
revl.e~l the case before bhe disciplinary committee of
the un:).on as soon as pos s 1ble and in no event longer
than fifteen (15) days following the recommendations
of the employer, 'l'he employer shall be furnished a
full report of the union's determination in the matter.
Severity of Discipline J;letermined by Gravity of Offense. '
Disoiplil'lb1ry action shall range from oral or written
first warning not ice to immedla te discharge, depending
on the severity of the violation.

56Un1ted

States Department of Labor, Collective I!ar~
gaining Provisions: Discharge, Discipline, ~Quits; Q!!missal Pay Provisions. Bulletin No. 908-.5 (\\lashlngton:
Government Printing Office, 1948).
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Discipline Must Be Imposed W1 thin 5 D<lys After Company Learns
of Violation,
The company agrees ths;c when employeos are to be disciplined for violation of the company :rules, such disciplinary action rohall b<l taken within 5 clays from the
time such violation of l:'ules are brought to the company's
attent.ion.
Suspension Pending Investigati.on or Trial.
-

--- -------

A 1Norker charged with serious misconduct may be sus-

pended by his employer pe.nding investigation or trial.
Discharge while costly to all concerned is sometimes
neoa;;;sary to maint;ain an effeotive disciplinary program,

The

provisions generally found in collective bargaining agreements
are:

'57

Causes for Discharge not Limited to Causes Listed,
The company may discharge an employee for just cause
including, but not being limited to, the following;
Willful dlsregarcl of or refusal to comply with general
rules 1 disnonesty 1 incompetence, inefficiency, insubordination) intoxication, pilferage, doing >!lork in a
negligent manner, spoiling work, damaging machinery or
equipment, misstatement on applicetion, engaging in a
strike or work stoppage, sabotage, picketing, refusal
to perform work asE:1.gned, or faHure to abide by -the
terms of this agreement.
Three Reprimands Within Year 1 s Period Subjects Employee to
Discharge.
Three l'lri tten reprimands within one 12-month period
shall be considered Just cause for dismissal.

53
Reasons for Discharge Given Without Request.
The company shall give prompt written notice to discharged employees without demand therefor, setting forth
the reasons for such discharge.
Union Right to Challenge Any Dische.rge.
Employees who have completed their tri&l-l periods shall
be discharged for just cause only. •rhe union stuilll have
the right t<?) challenge the propriety of any discharge and
lL__ _ _ _ ____,mi'i.E\2 l __PJ'~l3§l:rJ.Lth?matter_as _a grievance to_ be settled under
the grlievance 2.nd arbitration procedure in thls agreement.
Reinstatement

l~ith

Pay for All 'l'ime Lost.

Any employee found to have been improperly discharged
shalLbe: irnmediately reinstated without loss of seniority,
and compensated for all the time thua lost,
VI.
·~rhe

GRIEVANCE ?BOCEDUBE

securir>.g and helping in the operation of grievance

·settlement maohlnery is probably one of the foremost
ices of unions to their members

'·~hich

serv~

is, on balance, with-

out cost to employer.
It would be a physical 1mpos c;J.b111 ty for labor and
management, no matter how enlightened and. coopere.tive, to
write a collective bargaining contract which would exclude
the arising of problems of interpretatton and application,
Therefore, the inter·ests of both parties are furthered by
the inclusion of s. specific plan for hand.ling grievances.
Management is guaranteed uninterrupted productl.on while
grievances a.re in the procei3s of set·LlP-mQnt.
prompt and due consideration on any complaint.

Labor rece1 ves
"Pro·bably no

phase of employee relations has been more neglected., under

individual bargai.ning 1 than the grievances of workers •
Certainly no privilege is moreo highly prized. by union men
than the rl.ght to full cons ldera tion of their grievances,
with successive appeals to higher ant't higher ranks of
authority in the company and a fl.n?!l decision by an
impartial arbitrator selected. by the two parties • .,.5B
'l'ni:S-ttndOubteO.ly. accounts. for -its prevalence. in
gaining agreements.

bar~

Of 2,850 labor-rnanagf'lment contracts

analyzed by the Bureau of Labor Stc;tistics l.n 19.51, 94 perc,;mt outlined procedures for handling employee grievances;
most of the other 6 percent made reference to a grievance
procedure but did not otherwise describe l.t • .5 9
The grievance procedure generally follows a set pattern of appeal steps; at each succeeding step a higher level
of union and manag;ement authority participates.

The number

of steps ai•e variable Bnd do not necessarily indicate the
size of the company.
most numerous.

Three and four step plans are the

A Bureau of Labor Stt,tistics survey found

that, on the average, thi'<:;e and four step progra.ms occurred

.5.3;1: of the time and pertained to approximately 60% of the
58

Phelps, £2•

Qi t.

, p. 4.56 •

.59James Nix, Hose 'rheodore, and Dena \volk, "Grievance
Procedures ln Union Agreements I 1950-51' tt r•lonthly Labor
Review, July, 1951.

,-•

total workers covered,
would involve:

60
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A detailed six step procedure
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l.

Conside:,~c.tion of the grievance by the_ foreman
and the shop steward with the inHiating worker,

2,

Consideration of ·the grievance by general foreman
or superintendent and the shop steward and employee.

J. Consideration of the grievance by the pereonnel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ manag§l_r_and_the union gr1evar.1ce committee,4.

Consideration of the grievance by the works
manager and the union gr•ievance committee.

5.

Consideration of the grievance. by a national or
international representative of the union anCl. a
representative of the csntrEil industrial rela~
tions staff of the compan~r.

6,

Arbitration or conciliation,

Step OtJe,
One of the most controversi£tl is:3ues involved in the
entire grievance process occurs at its very inception,

The

union contends that all grievances should be handled through
the depa,r-tinent steward.

They take the posit i.on that this

method trains the steward so he is able to gl.ve better serv•
ice and also ?'ecluces the possibility of' personal favoritism.
An attempted settlement by employee and foreman alone is
regarded by the union as a throwbaolc to individual bargaining,
Management believes a worker h11s a right to go to the foreman
with his complaint, that most of thet:e oomplalnts a.re minor

6ol.ll.19.•
61 aussell L. Greenman and Elizabeth B. Greenm&n ili!.t,1
tln& Along 2l.llh. Unions (New York: Harper and Brothers 1 1947) ,

p. 29.

and .can be settled amicably on the first. level, and to do so

without a drawn-out process aids understanding and morale
while keeping costs down,

"\.Jhst is really at stake is the

loyalty of the individual worker who is at one and the same
time an employee of the ooupany and a member of the union,"
The most common

pl~ooedu:re

is to give the

t~orker

in the initial presentation of the grievance,
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his choice
In a Bureau

of Labor St<c1.tistlcs survey the employees optlon occurred in

.29 percemt of the agreements studied and applied to 39 percent of the workers covered (Table IV).

If

the grievance ls not settled to the satisfaction of

·the e.ggrievel'.

emplo;~ree

or his steward at step one, the com-

plaint is usually requi reel to be reduced to writing.

This

tends to limit the number of petty grievancEls and avoid
misinterpretstions l.3.ter on.
Another element which enters into consideration at
.the first level 1s thet of time limits.

In a Bureau of

I

LabCn' Statist.ics survey 21 percent/of cont:roots placed a
./

time lJ.m:lt on the inlt.iation of a grievance and

limi t<1d the processing time after presentation,

56 percent
63

Step Two.

lf there is no settlement at the fi.rst level, the
general foreman reviews the grievance.

Usually complaints

57
TABLE IV
DIST!Ul~UTION

OF PROVISIONS FOR INI'l'IiiL l'HE::!ENTA'l'ION

OF ORIJi;VANCF;S

64

Agreements .!Employees Covered

1:-----------'--Pa:rty__I'r_es_en ting ..Gr·1evn.nces.

i
I.

II
'

.

..

I

Numbei"';:...

Number

Percent

02

.. 100

1: 1~08.000

100

35

12

711,000

21

'15

25

?e6, (;O~

21

8?

29

e-,315,000

39

• •

38

12

120,000

3

No provision or claus€' not
spec 1ft<! • • • ·• • • • •

67

22

556,000

16

Total • •

Employee alone

•

• • • • • •

' •

.• ..
.• • •

Steward alone • • •
Employee or steward • • • •
Employee and steward

-

.

not resolved at step one are e.lso not settled at step two,
because the people involved remain virtually the :same,

J.'or

this 1•eason, this step is often omitte<l from the pr•ocedure,
Steps 'l'hree and Four.
'rhe method by whi(oh management delegates authority
determines whether one or two lev•:;ls e;:;:ist at th1s stage of
negotiations.

If part of the personnel manager 1 s job to

attempt to reconcile grievances unsettled at the .fo:remr,m
level, then both steps are neoessat•y.
\...?"))

--64~

.rames Nix, !10L~e Theodore, and Dena lrlolk, "Grievance
Procedures in Union Agreements 1 1950-51," Monthly Labor•
Reyiew 1 July, 1951.
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step

Five,
If the plant manager and the grievance committee can-

not come to an agree'llent, ".the unadjusted. grievance is referred
to the Eegional Director of the International Union,
decides an appeal is in order,

represent<'~tl.ves

If he

of the inter..

national meet with the higher echelons of management in an

Step Six.
It is essentis:l to pGaccful indtwtri.al cels.tions that
grievances be fine.lly resolved.

If this proves impossible

between the two intereated parties, tr1en

~m

impartial third

person (or persons) must be called upon to render a decision,
It is true that the perce.ntage of oases going to mediation is
quite small.

A General Motors survey "covering 69 of the 105

plants of the corporation for e, 1.5 month period., ,revealed that
4•"l ,.508 gr:t.evances were presented for pr•ooessing through the
established procedure.

Approximately 18 1 500 (or 45.:.5 per-

cent) we>re settled at the forenvan level, 18,800 (or 46 • .5 per•
cent) a'c the management-shop commit tee stage, 2, 900 (or 7
percent) by the appeal board, and 316 (less than eight-tenths
6
of 1 peroe.nt) by an umpire," 5
The high and gr•owing percentage of contracts maldng
provision for arbitration best indicates the value placed

'~SSG, Allan Dash, Jr., "Bargaining Through the Grievance
l?rocedurE~," from The Collective ~gaining i1greement in Action,
American Management Association Personnel :se:ies No, 82 (1944) 1
p. 4, quot~d. by ChambeJ:·lain, QQ. cit., p. 11).

~---------------
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upon it.

.Bur•9au of Labor S·t;at.istlcs surveys found arbitra•

tion provisions occurred in ?3 percent of the agreements
studied in 1944 and. increased to 83 percent in 19h9.

...

-

By

1952; 89 percent of the contraets analyzed contained a1•b'l. tra.tion provisions.

The 19.52 survey, cover•ing 1,44-2 agreements

and 5,.581 1 500 workers 1 also reveal0d. E•rbi tra tion procedure

----------------- -- ------- ------------------- ------

- --- 66

applied to 91 p<3rcent, or .5, 066 1 000 of the l•rC·rkers.

'l'he arbitration clause d.esigmtes the .method to be
used in selection of the arbitrator .s,nd his length of serviCe,

Provis:ton may be made for a single umpire or a t1•ipar-

tite board composed of a representative of union !il.ml. of
management with an impartial member acting as chairman.
arbitration agreement specifies the details of

Each

:JY~.oh:tner•y.

A possible alternative to arbitration is conciliatiort.
This procedure differs from arbltration in t':lat the d.ecisio.tte
ot'the conciliation board, composed of o.ne representative of
labor and one from mana.gement with an impartl.al ohai.rman, are
not binding aYJd
Conoilia~;ion

o~rtnot

be enforced save by "economic-strength".

dlffers also in thc;1t 1t ls designed to effect a

mutually satisf9.ctory 2ettlement, 1<1h1le arbttration is limited

to an int.erprets,.tion of the contract,

Since most unions favor

:arbitration. &s the terml.nal point in the grievance procedure,
review by a concillatlon board. is provided just prior to
arbitration in some contracts.

66

Ernestine r1. Moore aed. James Nix, "Arbitration Provi•
1952," Monthly Labor Reyiew,

s:l.ons in Collective Agreements,

March, 195:3.

-

..
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'!'he grievance procedure, with its systems of adj.ust•
ment, under collective agreements available to every union
member without cost, •,,,constitutes one of the most satis•
tying aspects of industrial relations in this country,"

6?

"It is a far ory from the tentative requests for hearings
and the passive acceptance of one-way decisions which oharl----,.oterfze-.:Ctne-pre-.,;;un11:m shOp: ·-

It.-.: unqU"'S ti onably

the dignity of the rank-and-file employee,
union rnen is emphatic on its importance:

adds to

The testimony of
the grl.evance

procedure is at the top of the list of cherished perogat:lves
under collective bargaining."

67
68

Chamberlain, m?.•

68

~·,

p. 118.

Phelps, 22• cit., p. 460,

CHAPTER IV
UNION..;.f.lANAGEMENT COOPERATION

"Business management must develop within its own
organization structure a system of stimulation and control
which will be as effective in releasing and directing the
productive energies_o_f lndivldwitls and

g;roups

as the 'hidden

hand' of prices, costs, and profits has been in releasing
1
and directing the efforts of corporate enterprises,"
One of the most difficult problems management is
called upon to solve is that of the human bei.ng.

The ques-

tion arises of how to buy a man's labor without taking over
the m£tn 1 too.

According to Elton

r~ayo,

"While material

efficiency has been incre'Z!sing for two hundred years, the
human capacity for working together has in the same period
continually diminished."
Thoreau said:

"Gnaw at your own bone 0 bury it,

unearth it, and gnaw it still."

Industry 1 s "bone" is the

problem of reconciling labor and management to the fact that
their interests are mutual in. the long run, and when one side
is served the other also gains.
1

When unions through

James c. Worthy, "Democratic Principles in Business
IIJa:nagement," Advanced Management, March, 1949• quoted by
Davenport, "The Greatest Opportunity on E:arth 1 1' p. 202.
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union•management cooperation seek to accomplish this, they
make a lasting and vital contribution to their members which
involves no net cost to employers.

In fact they serve both

their members and the employer,
Selekman has iden'tif:l.ed eight different patterns of
labor-management relations:
~~----1·-a.eology;--or-oonflict~-

(1) containment-aggression, (2)

(4) power..;bargeJ.ining, (5} deal-

bargaining. (6). collusion, (7) accommodation, and {8)
cooperation,

2

Union...management cooperation ls the form of industrial
relations in which plant efficiency is increased and produo•
tion maximized by joint effort,

It is not a speed-up cam-

paign but a policy of innovation and incentives 1v1th both
financial and social aspects.
The c1ase-study method seems best to illustrate what
can be accomplished by cooperation, while at the same time

''"·---~---'

;i,r.~

.. ,_

- c!-~

Shop and screening committees with an established
plan for distri outing the fruits o:t coopsreJtion,
(Lapointe fllachine Tool Comp&.ny and the Adamson
Company)

2

Benjamin l'J. Selekman, "Varieties of Labor Relations,"
Haryard Busines:'i Review, Vol. 27, No.2 (March, 1949), pp.

175-199.

2.

Union officers who give engineering service to
management (Amalgamated Clcthi.ng 1</orkers).

3.

Unions that give assistance with sales problems
rather than those of production (Glass Eottle
Blowers).

4.

Independent experts working with advisers from
union and

management

(Naumkeag Steam Cotton

Company).

With regard to this

~-17-method

liste-dj it is neces-

sary to conslder also the program for dispensing productivitj'f
increments gained by cooperation; in this case, the Scanlon
Plan.

I,

THE SCANLON PLAN

The present 1 increasing interest in union-management
oo.operation on production problem ••• "has developed largely
out of the worl< of Joseph Scanlon."
Scanlon has had a versatile career including cost
accounting, professional box1:ng 1 open-hearth steel

~oork,

union president of ,, steel local, r;l,nd a college professor.
It was in 19:38 when many steel companies were close
to the rocks that Scanlon, then a local president, pioneered

a union-management productivity plan, which provided that
workers would get a bonus for tangible savings in labor costs.
)Pigors and Myers, ~· cit., p. 344.
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"The first task in the application of the Scanlon
;l:l1an is to find a

1norma1 1

labor cost for the plant under

consideration, and then to devise a means .for givil).g labor
the benefit of anything it can save t<nder that
every oase, therefore, some kind of link

1 norm 1 •

In

rot~st

be found
4
between the worker and over-all shop product1 vi ty."
The

nature of thell.nk varies with the company and the industry.
Two essentials to be noted are:

(1) labor gets all of the

labor-saving; management's profit from the plem is derived
from increased sales with no corresponding increase in total
"burden"; and (2) the bonus is gl,ven to all workers and not
just to those individuals who made productivity suggestions,
The best results from the Scanlon .Plan have been
achieved where a \.mion existed,

However, ordinary union

affairs and grievanoes are excluded when discussing the
operation of the plan.

The

origin~~

suggestion to try the

pl.an should come from the union; but if it comes from management, the consent of the unl.on must be obtainect, plus the
approval of the regional representative.
Because this theory that labor should profit from laborsavings, while the company profits from a better use of its
assets, provides for dynamic balance, any deviations from
the original point agreed upon can be disruptive.

'l'herefore 1

4
Russell W. Davenport, "Enterprise for Everyman,"
Forjrune (January, 1950), 57.

there must be a provision toot changes .can be lll&d.e in the
formula to compensate for changed. oond.itions on eitijer side,
Where management makes an investment that will raise labor 1 s
productivity, without any increased 11ork on the part of the
labor force, a downward change in labor's norm is provided.
If management were to,lower prices 1 a decrease in production
/

1-----------v<:rlue frouf-a--non'-'Iaoor-source -would resiiUj necessitating a
rise i.n labor's norm.
"The increased productivity of the shop under the
;:\oanlon system is not achieved by a
sense of the word." 5

1

speed.•up 1 in the ordinary

i\1 though the men may work ltarder and·

steadier, the real increase is achieved by suggestions for
improved efficiency.
!lli ttee,

Suggestions are handled by a shop com-

"impowered to put any suggestion into effect that

does not involve sorne other department or a substantial out6
lay of rnoney."
A screening committee, made up of representatives of management and labor, act upon proposals of a
wide~·

scope.

Each person making a suggestion is informed.

orally as to the decision reached.

If the proposal is

rejected, the suggestor 1s told why.
This procedure has considerable merit over the *suggestion box system."

Even with cash e,wards as incentives,

a worker is apt to tdthhold ideas rather than incur enmity

Sllli, •
6

Ibid,

P•

59.
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or jealousy of his fellow workers.

Then, t;oo, the suggest ion

box encourages by-passing of immediate supervisors which many
workers are loath to do.

'rhe end result is the worker " ••• has

no idea of company problems 1 and hence no idea of why some
7
moves are marie that seem to him very stupid,"
The most important achievernent of the Scanlon Plan is
an intangi l:lie-bE!nefi t tEat cannot 'be ineasured monetarily--a
feeling of accomplishment

~nd

recognition by others of ones 1

e.bilities whl.oh are necessities of life.
Even as it is true trl!ilt 1

11

l1an does not 11 ve by bread

alone 1 " it is alsotrue that he doesn't survive long in its
complete absence.
recognition,

So also must remuneration accompany

This the Scanlon Plan provides; however, the

individual alone is not rewarded, but the whole shop,
Jealousy is virtually eliminated and suggestions encouraged.
"One of the gre':!test advantages of this kind of col•
leotive bargaining (Scanlon Plan), from the worker's point
of view, is the knowledge that it gives him of the business."
Men enjoy working together with management sharing good and
bad times.

Now ••• •the worker l.s no longer a pawn in a game

l:le does not understand.

He is a player.

He enjoys it.

. his contribution is worth money to all concerned." 9

7ll21\!.
8

Ibid. 1 p.

9

Ibid.

157.

.tmd

8
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Just how applicable is the Scanlon Plan?
is different,

Every plant

The program has been tried in industriE:s of

varying nature, sh:e, and circumstances.

Of course, it has

also met with a varying degree of success.
However·, there are two prerequisites of the plan in all
10
cases;
union leadership must be intelligent, and most 1mpor,~----·tant--;--t!1ere

-must-oe--someone iii top management- who is vi tally

interested,

This is the personnel administrator, whether he

goes by that title or not.

He may be tl:)e top executive in a

small firm, a vice-president in a mtddle-sized organizatJ.on
or the personnel manager in a large concern.
"If such men can be found--an intelligent union leader
and a forthright management

leader~-the

can be applied vi~tually anywhere,

Scanlon principles

And the way is then

opened up to a new and creative area of l.ndustrial
the area of :mutual interests.

relations-~

In the process of entering

upon this area, and of consolidating it, everyone in the shop,
high or lovv, joins the enterprlse system."

Lapoi.nt;e Machine 1,'ool Compan)L.

J2

11

'l'he Lapointe

Ma<;~hine

Tool Company is a small factory in HU<lson, Massachusetts,

10lbid,, p, 159,
11
Ibid.
12
Russell Davenport, "Enterprise for Everyman, •
FortuQe ( Janu21.ry , 19 50) , 55.
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and is the world 1 s oldest and largest manufacturer of broaches
and broaching machines.

It was founded in 1903 and now employs

about 3)0 persons.
Labor relations at Lapointe were about "normal".

There

was mistrust on. both sides leading to occasiona.l ill feelings,

Grievances Nere common, with the piecework incentive system
being th<9 usual-15one--of contention,
The United .Steelworkers unlonized. the plant in 1945
and called a strike a year later, in conjunction with a
. national walkout for wage increases.

Lapointe management

secured an injunction on the contention that thelr union contract still had six months to run.
When the strilce was settled in April, there >-lets bitterness in the air, made all the worse by expectations of lean
years in.the machine tool industry with accompanying
unemployment.
At this time • Jack Ali 1 union president, ],earned of
the Scanlon Plan.

He conferred 1"li th manage1nent and found

them equally impressed.

After securing approval from the

regional field. representative of the United· Steelworkers 1
union and managerne.nt. began talks w1 th Joseph Scanlon that
culminated in the installation of his plan at Lapointe on
December 1, 1947,
'rhe "normal" labor cost chosen for the plant Na.s the
ration of labor cost to total production value, the latter
figure being equal to monthly sales plus or minus the change

in inventory.

As Lapointe will not make this ratio public,

the entire industry ratio of 41% may be used to illustrate
the principle,

The company felt the "norm" computed from

war re.cords too hlgh, and the union agreed to a 3 point
reduction to 38 percent.

Thus, if total shipments for a

month were ~~7.5,000 and inventory change were a plus ~$25,000,

for-the month WOllld. be ~~100; 000 • The
normal payroll would be computed at 38%, or f.DS,ooo. If the
tO'Eal proifuctloii value

actual payroll were $36,000, the difference of :!t.z,ooo would
go to the workers as their bonus.
To offset changl-ng oondi tions and to maintain dynami.-,
cally the original balance, changes ln the formula are often
necessary. ·At Lapointe, management decided to cut prices on
half its products by 10 percent.

As this would result in a

decrease in production value for a non-labor reason, three
points were added to labor's norm, making it 41%.
Another oharJge was necessitated whfln the production
cu:r've dippGd

41%.

belm~

the norm, making labor costs greater t11an

Although t;he contract did not call for 1t, the union

agreed to a reserve fund of 15% of ench month 1 s bonus to
offset possible losses,

The amount in the reserve fund at

the end of the year would go t.Oo the employees.
"The ras,.rve has had a salutary effect.

It gives

management a reasonable proteotion against temporary but
unforeseeable slumps.

On the other hand, it gives the

workers a better perspective on the business.

The desire
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to proteot the reserve gives them the same dread of red ink
that management has,"l3
The success of the Plan depends upon suggestions to
increase production.

1\ committee of union ano. management

representatives which rules on suggestions of a wide scope
reoei vecl 513 ideas in the first two years.
---

-~ere

Of these, 380

------

accepted, 28 were started. 32 are pending, and 65 were

rejected,

Production committees of shop employees are

empowered to put into effect any suggestion they deem
acceptable providing the idea pertains to their respective
departments and does not involve a substantlal amount·of
money.

If a suggestion is good but does not meet these two

requirements, it is sent to the scr•eening committee for a
decision.
One of the great advantages of the :Plan is the spirit
of teamwork that is generated.

This is nowhere more apparent

than in a time of crisis.
At Lapointe • the first crisis occurred in the fourth
month that the :Plan was 1n operation.

In the past, manage-

ment had had a normal backlog and had had trouble making
deliveries on time.

However, production in the first three

months rose 133.%, 128%, and 121%, catching the ss.les fc1rce
empty-handed for new orders.

These orders were forthcoming,

but as weeks of designing are necessary before production oan

lJ!bid.' p. 59.
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begin• a time-lag of three months where no bonuses were paid
resulted,

lI
~! c-

Despite this discouragementJ the wor·kers favored

overwhelmingly to continue the Plan.
The next diffi<eulty was also soon forthcoming;
u:onal practl.ce was for the
for two weeks in July.

pl~;mt

The

to shut d.own for vacations

However, if designing had to wait

- ---un-t-i-1--af-t®:r--v"aca-t-i-ons_, there--could- be little hope of inCreased

I

production

ill

the near future,

The engineering department

considered the situation and voted to forego their vacations
1n the interest of the whole plant,

Because of this, increased

productivity made possible bonuses of 19 and 25% for September
~md

October,
A third crisis arose when the company attempted to

design a broaching machine to be used. l.n the manufacture of
jet engines.

Labor, used to a productivity bonus 1 was called

upon to forego th®se and cooperate on the new experiment.
How well they did this is attested by the fact t;hat produo..,
tivi ty increased from

71% in the middle of the experimental

worl< to 161% in the twentieth month of the Plan.
Both labor and management have benefitted since the
Scanlon Plan was adopted at Lapointe.
The company has (1) increased its profits and percentage of business in the indus try • (2) improved deliveries by,
at least, two weelm 1 thus augmenting sales, (3) reduced
oomplal.nts from imperfect workmanship, (4) solved the
problem of instructing younger men, and (5) eliminated
the problem of "controlled production".
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Labor has received 18% more than the established
industry wide wage over the first two yee.rs of the Plan's
operat1 on.

Equally important has been the intangible

bene~

fits of a fe.f:Jling of accomplishment and of teamworl< that
have been engendered,

or

A final advantage is the strengthening

the union the.t has resulted,

\--------,o"n"l.Y 70;6-or-tne-liforlfe:r's-imd.
unionized at Lapointe.

At the inception of the Plan,

norie -of

T<10 years

the office employees were

1~\ter,

all of the office

ana. praoti.cally all of the labor force are union members,
Union meetings are truly representative, and grievances have
virtually Cl.isappeared,

J!+

Adamson C:ompan:y.

The Adamson Company is a maker of

steel storage tanks located in East Palestine, Ohio.

It was

founded by 'lts present owner, Cecil Ai:lamson, in 1919.

The

company grosses approximately $1,000,000 a year with an

out~

put of 100 1 000 tanks, which are sold rna inly to oil companies
and gas stations east of the russissippi Biver,

Adamson has

always made money from the enterprise, even in depressions.
The United Steelworkers unionized the plant in 1937
without any interference from management.

However, Adamson

felt that tl1 is willing support of the new unl on should pay
dividends, production-wise.

14

John Chamberlain, "Everyman a Capitalist," Life,
December 23, 1946, p. 93.
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When increases did not rna ter1al1ze, Adamson

investi~

gated the profit'-sharlng plans existing in industry,

Of

·these plans, s6me companies "matched" workers contributions;
others tled up the profit-sharing fund to old age pensions

""''·d insurance policies,

A few did actually share the profits

directly but at the end of the year and at the discretion of
J

I
~

-~-ma-nagement-.------------------

Instead of plans which infringed on every l.ndividual 1 s
right to provide focr his own security, or

11

pie-1n-the-sky 11

de.ferred remuneration, Adamson sought a means to motivate
production, not further burden down management.
the proper

profH~sharing

He believed

plan must include both responsi-

bility and adve:nture in order to appeal to the worker,

Adamson believed this 'best accomplished by immediate tangible
reward on the basis of a 50-50 split of increased produotivity.

He took this idea to the United Steelworkers of

Am~>.rioa

headquarters in )?ittsburg and to Joseph Scanlon,

the union 1 s expert on mill pra.ctioe and cost accountancy.
'Ehe profit-sharing plan.· suggested lJy Scanlon went
into effect January 1, 1945.

'l'he first month, a working

force of 100 split a bonus of $4,200.

" ••• Sugg<~stions began

to pour in for improving the welding techniques, for smashing
bottlenecks, {and) for cutting down idleness on the plant
floor." 1 .5

1.5 Ibid., P• 9 8 •
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At the close of the first year that the Plan was in
operation, production effiOi<'lncy had rl.se:n

54%.

Since the

average. age .of the factory force at the Adamson Company is

48 years, the jump was all the mors amazing,
hCJ-d. increased its income

b:y

In 1945, labor

about one-half, and management,

more than twice.

the Plan to heart.

Hov1ever, 11hen malingerers and absentee

artists get the brush off, it frequently has the sobering
effect desired,
The Scanlon Plan as applied to the Adamson Company
has succeeded in demonstrattng that workers need something
more than security.

The "something more" according to

Professor Douglas MacGregor of
~'schnology

~lassachusetts

Institute of

is "particip,;t tion, partnerehip, and a sense of

responsibility,"

Participation and partnership come when

workers have a voice in production decisions and share
proportionally to their success.

The sense of responsi-

bility implies craftmanship and pride of accomplishment.
In the plant of Cecil Adamson these three factors
are certainly 1n evidence, <1nd beci£\use they are, everybody
concerned has profited:

Participation is present through

shop decisions of the Production Committees; partnership
is there becemse profit-sharing is considered a "right;"
based on partnership in production, not a
decision of

man~1gsment;

pate~lalistio

responsibility is evidenced by
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the workers desire to learn <3.11 the stages of production

and so be interchangeable in an

emergen~y.

One final accomplishment. should not be overlooked.
Previous to 1945, there had existed_ much union grumbling.
After the Scanlon Pla.n had been initiated 1 the Adamson
Company went on working throughout a nat1on-wl.de steel
_ _ _ _____sst_r_fke_~--_nTo.daY-e-=-~-uni~n _meetines -in

-E!~st-

-Palest-ine have

become good excuses for a nl.ght out to drink beer,"
Amalgamated Clothing \4orkers,

17

16

Thus far, we have

considered union-management cooperation through shop
m.i ttees, supplemented by general comroi tt.ees,

corn~

Another

method for conducting this policy ls the giving to management by the union of expert engineering assistance in
reducing costs and increasing output.
"As a general rule, where etcch worker does a highly

specialized operation on a standard. product, the opportunity
18
for the 1•rorkers to suggest improvements is quite limited. •
Aside from several highly successful stm:-:1 mills (Lapointe
and Adamson), worl: that is repetitive, operations that are
highly spech•l ized 1 and payment which l.s by the piece require
changes be made by an indepen(tent expert or by a union
officer.

16

Ibid., p. 103.

l?sumner H. SUohter, Union Policies and. Industrial
Management (Washington: Brookings Institute, 1941) 1 p. 504.

18 Ibid. , p. .570,

Usually, 1t is better for the union to develop qualified business at,"Cnts than to hire outside experts
often

vie~fed wi•~h

~vho

are

susploJ.on.

Afte!" the depr'ccsion of 1921, union shops, enge,ged in
the production of men's clothing encountex•ed a considerable
degree of competl.tion from non-union shops.
publ1cts buytn,gTH'tbHs-l:lad

changed

and Pl'ioe, made by non-union labor.

The consuming

tosiiits-of lower quality
'rhe situation grew

critical with a severe slump in the clothing business in the
middle of 1923,

Chi.cago manufacturers, in the Spring of

1924, demanded a substanttal retluction in F"lges.

'.rhe union

countered by offering to cooperate with management in the
devlsing of more economical methods of production.

They pre-·

sented a six part program to s.ccompl1sh tht.s:
1.

Avoidance of strikes.

2.

Attem:pt to organize non-union plants,

3.

Temporary wage concessions.

4.

Extension of wage ps.yment by results,

5.

Abandonment of restrictive rules and customs,

6.

Suggestions and a,ssis tance to employers.

Avoidance of Strikes.
The Amalgamated realized that every strike permitted
the non•union plants a chance for expansion at their expense.
They succeeded in curtailing strikes to an amazing \iegree,

Only two principal walk-outs occurred in a decade.
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Organize tion.
The union succeeded in a round-about
program for o;.•gemizing non-union shops.

W3.Y

in their

Although few plants

were organtzed 1 the threat of unioniz.c;.tlon w0.s svff1.ol.ent to
01~use

a rise in non-union wages.

This ratsed the price of

non-union suits to some <'lXtent and so per•nitted union employers

Temporary t-lage concessions.
The union, realizing that

innov;~tions

take time and

immedlate relJ.ef was necessary, agreed to a reduction of
wages on a temporary basis for some plants and elimination
of out-of-lins pieos

~;ork

pay rates for others.

In addition,

the union tempered. their demands whenever the problem of setti.ng new piece rates came up.

They sought to encourage manu-

facturers to introduce new and cheaper H.n.es by removing wage
rate stumbling-blocks.

This ls a case 1 not H!.ry common to be
'

sure 1 of a union and 1 ts leader daring to make pecuniary

con~

oession rather than demand.•
Extension of :Payment by Hesults.
To help employers reduce costs., the union introduced
standards of production in the cutting rooms and the trim-

tions of' output existed, the union agreed to upNard revisions.
They also refused to support members in their demand for hour
work 1 except

wher'~

specially justified.
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Abandonment of Restrictive Rules.
The Amalgamated took the position that rules which
gave special prJvileges to a few of its members, operated at
the expense of the majorl..ty, ''hose employment suffere.d,

1
~

One

such rule that was abandoned was the requirement of the
special order houses tn Chicago requiring the employer to pay

,---'

salary.

The traditional union policies that a ne\'l' job must

pay as much as the old and that fr,?quont failuro to meet
quotas

YIElS

insuff.ioient grounds for discharge 1 were

~~lso

eliminated,
Asslstance to Employers.
· While the union had made an outstandlng contribution
to employers, non-union competitors still remained in a more
advantageous

position~

business agents who had,

However, the union had a staff of
beca1~se

of their duties, acquired

an intimate knowledge of methods and practices in the
industry.

'rhe Amalgamated took the position that it would

help employers who werf'! willing to help themselves,

They did

insist that management be competent since labor might well be
required to mal<e temporary sacrifices.

A tailoring company

in Cincinnati was &.dvised by the union 1 s business agent that
they would !1elp out when the company removed an inefficient
foreman in the pants shop,

The request

~;as

agreed upon, and

a man from Chicago, reoo!lllllended by the u:nion 1 was brought in,
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The union handled many hundred.s of simnar cases iu
giving assistance -to emplo;;rers.

I-t oms often able to sug-

gest ways of rc1ar:ranging ,,;ork so as to elimina-te or combine
operations.
A clothl.ng firm in the mid-West ,,ras in grave danger
of going bankrupt.

The company employed 700 vrorkers and was

c----~trna.-cm-ly--large--cn:>tihn§.Cf'actory

iii the ar€,-a;

naturally concerned as tho1•e were no other
displaoed workers.

1~hops

brot1ght in.

•~ell

to absorb

\'lhen management asked the union for help 1

they suggested production of a cheaper ;mit.
agents who 111ere

The U.nfon was

Several business

versed 1n this type of manufacture were

They reorganlzad the coat shop and made radical

Changes in the pants and vest shops Ln the next eight months.
"Perhaps the most noteworthy of all crotses of co-operation
between the Amalagmated and an employer v1as that of Hart,
.
.
19
Schaffner, and l'larx. in Chicago."
l'hs firm decided in 1924
to meet the consumer preference for cheaper suits by establishing a line mad.Ei! to sell for $3$.

'fhe union agreed to set

a definite labor cost per suit and to compute piece rates
that would not exceed the agreed limit.
To do this, the tin1o.n found it necessary to make a
considerable reduction in piece rates.
limit the force
employment,

~wrking

on the

n~Sn~

It was agreed to

line and to guarantee

Production was restricte(j_ to 2,000 suits per

19 J;bid,. p. ,524,
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week because i;.he company was sure it could sell this number
and, thus, keep employment steady •.

The new line was so successful that production had to
be increased ·to 5 • 000 a week.

It was no longer necessary to

guarantee minimum employment on this line, because i t soon
grew to repr·">sent 70 percent of the firm's total production.,

''"!'he lOC•Ier OO~sts-~f:\de-},)OSSiblEl ••• on the --(i1ew) line were- Of
great assistance both to the company and to its employees in
20
adjusting themselves to changes in the clothillg market."
In measuring the degree of acoompltshm'3!1t of the
union's policy of cooperation, it must be kept ln mind

th::~t

t;he period under consid<n·ation was one of recession in the
men's clothing industry.

nsetween 1923 and 1929, the number

of establishments dropped from 4·,607 to L!-,202, and the number
21
of Nage earners from 194,820 to 188,069 ••• "
However, the

union succeeded in minimizing, by the use of non-cost, or
rather, cost-reducing methods, the effects of depre:.ssion as
the preceding st&,tistiCS indicate.
therefore,

a success."
20

u ••• the

policy of the union must be regarded as

22

;j:bid., p. .525.

21

Ib1d
-·
22

1'-1.
.. d.· '

ln the final analysi.s,

~27 •
p. :J-
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Glass

~~ Blowe~s.

23

The Glass Bottle

Blowe~s

established bargaining with employers on a national basis in

l$86 and have never had an industr'y-wide strike,

However-, the

union's gre>atest test was in the early 1920 1 s when meohanization entered the glass indust!'Y.

Instead of: fighting .the

trend, the Glass J?ottle Blo11ers cooper·a·i;ed in insta.1ling
--

--

machines, and. fhe hand blowers became machine operators.

In 1920, total production of glass containers was 1.5 million
gross 1 and the union numbered less than 10,000; in

19l~9,

the

industry turned out 91 million gross, and the union has over

38,000 wo·rkers,
The union treasury, unstr2ined by strike costs, can
afford to devote $7.5;000 a year to proawtional act;:tvitins,
The local in Zanesville, Ohio, gave a new meaning to labor"'

management. qooperatlon by :;:ponsoriP.g a slogan contest with
union funds.

The subject was, "\IJhy It Pays to Buy .Milk ln

Glass Bottles"

1

and the p:l'izes 11ere a :30 day supply of milk

to each of three weekly winners during a 13 week contest and

a grand prize of a television set.

The purpose of the campaign was to get people to buy
products in glass containers il!stead of other packaging
materials such as tin, paper, and plastic.

-----

No promotional

Z3F:rom ''The Union Fights Beside Management, • Gl<ass
Packer (l1arch, 19.50), pp. 167-170; extract reprinted by the
American Federation of Labor (Washington, D. c., 19.53).
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angle was overlooked.

The mayor. the superintendent of

schools, and the local president !lerved as
contest,

jud~es

in the

This union also participates in the union-industries

show of the A. F. of L. which features puppet shows, moving
pictures of glass manufacturing, and a ticket drawing on an
automobile.
In 1946 1 the union appropriated $10 1 000 to advertise
in labor publications and daily papers urging union members
to purchase foods and beverages in glass containers; in 1950,
the union spent $.50,000 in direct advertising stlone,
Lee Minton> President of the Union, says, "Our union
il3 sincere in being devoted to improving the welfare of the
industry by 1

(l) inoreas 1ng produc ti vi ty, (2) adherlng to

· teolmologioal change, and (3)

maint~l1n1ng

production at a fair volume of profit."

a large volume of

24

The Glass Containers Mcmufaoturers Institute credits
the union with g:reat assistance in the push for buying of'
more products in glass containers,
In the llght of l1r. Minton's pro.nou:ncements, it might
prove interesting to consider the "lump of labor" theory
(o.r fallacy) shared by many workers.

It states that there

is a fixed amount of work to be distributed among the work
force at any given time.

24

112!iJ..

If the work is completed too soon,
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unemployment will re$ult, and the addition of more workers
to increase production will reduce the share of each.
is a very real psychological phenomenon,"

ftit

2.5

However, union and mana.gernent in the glass industry

1

have used. mutual cooperation to attain worker security, and
satisfaction while, at the same time, increasing productivity
and scope of opeNJ.tions.

'l'he union has 1 thereby • rendered

a non-pecuniary service •co their members of high worth.
Naumkeag Steam Cotton ComR§ny.

26

'The Naumkeag Company·

is an old 1 established concern founded in 1839 in Salem,
Massachusetts.

It engages in the manufacture of quality

sheets and pillow cases,

In 1918, the comp$.ny was unionized

by the United Textile Workers, and by 1919, a closed shop was
effected,
Naumkeag had always been a prosperous enterprise-being able to avoid a reduction in wages during the depression
of 1921 and paying large dividends annually,

By the mid-twenties, however, competition increased
greatly due to a dem<md sl11ft to sl.lk and rayon.

The flrms

in the cotton text:Ue industry, seeking measures to economize,
2 5Milton Derber, "Labor :Pr.\lctioes <ll'Id Employment,"
Coll1§r 1 s Encyclopedia, Vol. XII (New York: P. F. Collier
and Sons Corporation, 1950), p. 60,
26
a. C. Nyman, "Unlon~Management Cooperation in the
Stretch-out," quoted by Sumner H. Sliohter, Q:Q.• cit. 1 p. 532.
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discovered that by standardization and simplification of
processes, saving could be made,

This was known as the

»stretoh~out".

" ••• (It) was a form of labor dilution and
27
produced demotions quite as often as layoffs."
The year 1928 proved to be so poor that Naumkeag found
it necessary to resort to the stretch-out.

As a result,

management proposed to the union to increase the,number of
looms operated per weaver from 13 to 24; this would have
meant the dismissal of 250 employees.
Union leaders were anxious to find an aouitable
solu'
tlon.

They realized the mill needed lower costs in order to

co.ntinue to compete.

They also knew their members did tJ.ot

want to enda.nger good jobs by striking.

Strikes over stretch-

outs in other plants had generally ended disasterously for
the workers.

Therefore, the union req_ues ted the company to

hire an engineer to make .a preliminary survey of the situation,
The engineers' report revealed a need for reduced costs which
could be attained by more efficient use of labor,
As a consequence of this report, the union proposed to
mariagernent that t;hey jointly determine new job assignments,
and the company, hoping to avoid labor disputes while reducing
costs, accepted.
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The machinery neoe:t;sary for joint research consisted
of an impartial engineer who was to be assisted in the making
..

of time studies by two representatives each of union and
management,

. .

The results of these studies were to be submitted

to a Waste Elimination Committee, headed by the above mentioned
engineer and including the four members of his investigating
'------s-te-f-f-pl-us-the--presidents of---the ---tvto------locai-s----and.--the --company •s-----

superintendent and plant engineer.

'!'his committee's task was

to weight the results and make recommendat;ions for new· job
assignments to the union and

manag~oment.

It is important to

note 'that approval of both union and. management was necessary

even after committee decisions were reached; this presented
each side the opportunity for barga i.ning,
lt'l'he Naumkeag experiment falls into two stuges:

the

period prior to the middle of 1931 1 during which progress was

at times promising; and the year$ from late 1931~1935, during
.
28
which joint research was struggling for survival,"

The First Stage,
The procedure set up for joint research proved to be
cumbersome and time consuming.

One ye.ar after the program

was initiated, "no job assignments had been put into operation
'

and 'the joint research committee had got no further than a
more or less tentative agreement on 20 looms (in place of 12)
as a standard job assignment for weavers. 1129

28
29

Ibid., p. 540.
Ibid,q p. 541.

.

...
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The union, realizing that even a 24 loom assignment
was practical and wishing to have what displacements that
the changl'!! necessi t,ated. occur in the spring, proposed to the
company that a 20 loom stretch-out be established in the
weaving J"Oom.

i'Janagement, displeased with the delays in

cost cutting, accepted the union offer •

.)06 to 183, or tfO percent, and the number of workers in the

weaving department from .589 to 433, or 26 percent.

'J:'he union

had bargained new wage rates so that the average earnings of
>1eavers were raised from :lf27. 55 to ·1t3l. 78 per week 11md the
average for the department from (*23 • 22 to $26.78."

30

However, the rank and file did not view the

stretch~out

with hostility because (l) 20 looms was still a low assignment, (2) the outright dismissal were mo:;;;tly .limited to
recently hired workers, a.:nd (3) wage incre.ases compensated
for de mot ions,

The company wa.s also f<worable to the stretch-

out as it meant an annual saving of

4~110,000

a year in the

weaving department.
'rhe stretch-out was extended next into the warp
spinning and weft spinning rooms and then into the carding
and cloth inspection departments.
developed among the rank and file

30

Ibid., p. 543.

Little or no :resentment
beck:.~.usa

there was

87
pt'aotioa.lly no l,ayoff of regular workers, and advances in
pay were more numerous than demotions.

The engineer in

charge of research estlrnr.-tted management had made a net
saving of .$230,000 a yea!'.
"If business had impt'ove<l dur'l:ng the summer of 1931,
i t is probable that the Naumkeag experiment would have gone
---

----------

,'--------<down in f!fstory-as a notable success in union management
31
oo-operatipn.''
The Second Stage,
The general busines>; situation in the U. S. duri:ng the
latter part of 1931 grew worse rapidly.

Management, in Oi:'der

to meet compet.ition 1 proposed a wage cut of 10 percent.
Union ll!laders .knew they he.d little chance of winning

a strike in a depression; neither did they want to reduce
the company's <:!b:Uity to supply jobs.

They also realized

the rank and file were now cri t.ica,l of joint research because
(1) they already were on a :rour day week,

(2) demoted workers

could see no hope' of promotion, and (3) a stretch-out during
a deprcc$sion could only leau:l. to more displacement.

Manage-

tnent agreed to d1scontlnued joint-research, so the union
aocept'!ld a 10 percent wage cut.
Business continued to decline, and in April of 1932,
management proposed another wage cut of 10 percent.
&ddition, 1t called for larger job assignments in the

Jl Ibid.,

p.

541~.

In

8$
spinning and weaving departments; this it justified by
reference to data already collected and reduction in end
breakage,
Four questions covering these demands were put to the
rank and file.

The results of tl1.e vote

1~ere:

32

1.

tHll you__ao_o_e~t_a:tOperc~nt out inwages~

2.

3.
4.

Yes

No

.520

_6;5

Will you accept research on your job1

1)4

980

Do you favor a strike i f required. to
accept both No. 1 and No, 21

575 457

Do you favor a strike if required to
accept either No. 1 or No. 2?

)41 615

By this the union sought to limit the company to either
a wage cut or ·larger job assignments and continued research,
The rank and file had made it clear that the alternati.ve it
favored was a wage out, and man.agement agreed to limit its
demands to a 10 percent reduction only.
When business still continued to decline, management
was forced to demand, in March of 1933 1 an increase of job
ass ignrnent:S on looms and spinners,

The company pointed out

that reduced end breakage made possible an assignment increase
and also that only 100 out of 1200 workers would be discharged.
The union realized management•s dema.nds were just, but
they also knew the :ranl{ and file attributed to joint r®searoh
all the present diffioul ties; so they w<mt to the national
union for advice,

The national sent out experts who confirmed

32 Ibid., p. ,548,
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the cornpan;y-'s position.

The final agreement reached called

for (1) weavers to operate 24 looms instead of 20, (2) spinner
sides increased from 18 to 20, (3). joint research to be
resumed, and (4) la;y-offs to be confined to married

~1omen

. without dependents.
The rank and file led by two hostile factions, the
married women and the demoted employees, repudiated their
union leaclers and demanded a strike,
981 to 282.

A vote favored striking•

The t-;orkers disassociated from both their local

and national leaders and elected a special committee to
conduct a s·crike.
'I'hus, the union by adopting a far sighted policy of
compromise and r·easonableness lost its following among the
Naumkeag

worker~.
,_, ...... .

Two Brief Studies:
Cooperation.

Failure Q£. Union-Managemen$1

Thus far•, we have considered formal and

informal plans, applicable to a partlculsr firm or on an
industry-wide basis, for union-management cooperation.
we have

~uggested

Also,

the fact that both union and company repre-

sentation must be in:terested and competent.

In short, •••

"Industrial relations can rise no higher than the attitudes
of' the parties concerned with them."

33 ,,

' -33Henry s. Gilbertson 1 Personnel Policies and Unionism
(Bo.ston: Atheneum Press, 19.50), p. 9.
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This 1s the opinion of every authority in the field;
i f either side lacks foresight or is openly host1l.e to the

other, the plan cannot

materi€\li<~e.

"A bedding firm read about the Steelworkers Organizing
Committee's experie.nces and wanted to cooperate with its
employees to raise output and share the benefits equitably.
But the union was against-the idea.· It had a union-shOp
contract; but the national officers frowned on the program,
and the local did not accept the chalHmge of management to
4
increase its members• earnings by increasing output.»3
"In the ce.se of a paint company, the Steelworkers
Organizir~

Committee was requested by the top officers of

the chemical division of the United Nine workers to assist
ihs local union in formulating a program for one of the
company's plants.

A

S~/OC

management hesitant.

representative found. the plant

Several days of conferences finally

evolv<lld an agreement thcl.t followed 1;he pattern of SWOC 1 s
union-management cooperation proposal.
became enthusiastic about the prospects,

The superintendent
The plant was

closed. completely for two hours at five-thirty in the evening
to permit all workers to attend a general membership meeting
to act on the proposal.
unanimously.

The adoption of i;he plan was voted

All that remained was for the company president

to sign the agreement.

He positively refused. to do this,

34
oolden and Ruttenberg, _sm. • .2.ll.·, P• 266.
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maintained. that the union had been instrumental in decreasing
efficiency and. that any cooperation it might give belonged to
him wi th,:ut an agree1nent of any kind. ".3 5
In the two cases cited above 1 fir,>t the union and. then
management permitted distrust and. suspicion of the othel' to
destroy cooperative plans before their adoption.
III.

CONCLUSIONS REGAEJ)ING UNION•NANAGEi'lENT COOPERATION

~~e

Naumkeag experiment and)two cases just cHed were

not placed as the final case studies to cast an ominous shadow
over the prospects for 'the spread of cooper a t1 on proposals but
to point out. that no plan is an "end-all"--the ultimate solu-

c~e

tion on all occasions.

have already made not;e of Slichter 1 s.

opinion that i t was the depression that caused the .cessation
oi' the Naurnkeag experiment_] In a period of cut-backs, one-

cannot expect labor .cooperation in efficiency schemes which
eliminate many workers.

The whole idea of union-management

cooperation is to l.ncrease production through efficiency, not
to produce a fixed output by more advan.tageous uses of lesSJer
amounts of the factors of production.
7'

\

.

Another provocati.ve aspect of the N'"Ulllkeag experiment
..._

~

was the revolt of

th~;

union members against their leaders.

Proposals of management wl11ch were quite acceptable to both
the local and national union leaders were considered unreasonable by t;he rank and file.

.3.5 Ibid., p. 26?.

'Ehe leaders, by virtue of thei:r
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superior knowledge of not only the oompany's po~i.tion but
also the prevailing conditions in the entire industry, were
prone to. consider the welfare of the members in the long
run.

The t'forke rs, whose des ires were geared

·~o

the short

.run and agitated by depression hysteria, could not comprehend

~

their le&,ders 1 actions and repudiated both local and
-----,uni-orrii>.--Tn.r;qv:rnttefr- is not 1 ilf!Tted to dejiressiori

,,L,

nati~~l

periOds~ -~-~--~
~ • '"Cc_ "~' ' ' '

The union leader, to maintain his position, may often be
forced to make excessive, even fa.otitious demands on manage•
ment with the result that J.a,bor £md i.JW,nagement suffer economic
and social consequences,

Hov;, then, can the far-sighted union

leaders who appreciate the long run mutuality of interests
between labor and management keep the confidence of the rank
and file?

Only by an educational program begun in a favor-

able economic atmosphere.

\~orkers

are much more concerned

with job security during a recession than undergol.ng changes
that will prove beneficial in what appears to them, the far
distant future,

As we have already indicated; the time is

coming for a change in the ways union lead.ers justify their
existence· to the rank and file.

If union leaders turn at

tlmes to non-pecuniary contributions as the.ir justifications,
the educational program euid atmosphere created necessary to
establish this union justifics:tion will also be useful in
promulgating the concept of mutuality of long run interests
as a general point of view.
We have also seen the.t

union~management

has practical as well as ethical merits.

cooperation

The case studies
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indieate men work better when they partioip11te in problems
of production and profit for their contribution in both a
monettiry and. fraternal sense,
Logically, the next question to be considered is as
·to the amount of cooperF'<tion presently ln effect.
nately, in industry today the number is small.

Moreover the

-------

policy ",,,is usus.lly short lived.

Unfortu:,..

----

Most of the experiments

in union-management cooperation have had ·i;beir origin in a
crisis of zome kind.

(Only) in a few cases (has) cooperation

resulted from a desire on the part of a company and. union to
achieve some specific immediate objectlve witl1out the stimulus
of forces threatening either sid.e,!'
\~hile

36

cooperation has proven effective l.n the limited

area that it has been _tested., the barrier of fear has prevented
its spread. to the majority of American industries--a fear not
only on tne part of management but also by "the. UJ:'l.i.Ons and even
by the workHrs.

Tl'le key to the trlhole situation is the accepted

presence of· good faith by all concerned,
Management•s fear of the loss of its decision-making
perogative to the dll!triment of capital would have mu.oh less
validity if good faith were accepted confidently.

Matters

of common interests would offer no problem, and those of

con~

flicting interests would eventually be resolved. by collective

36Frederick Harbison and Robert D~. patterns gt

Union-ManagementRelations (Chicago:
AssoCiates, 19h7), P• 214,

Science Research

bargaining anyt.-ay, this minimizing the fear of dilutton of
authority.
'l'he unions find themselves in a paradoxical

situ~ation,

It has been. s«gges ted that typical «nions which concern them-

~

selves strictly with collective bargainlng (say for hie;her

f

wages) contribute to the stifli:iJ.g of worker expression and,

t---------o"onseqliently-,-ao·-n:ot
rank-and-file.

fulry- develop

union standing wft!i. the

Co-operation l:as been proposetl as an lmpor•

tant con tri but ion to the solution to ·the .9roblem.

However,

among «nion leaders there prevails the fear that a "withe ring
away!' of the union may occur
stressed.

~~hen

harmony of interest is

I\ge.1n, where good faith is present, this is improb-

able; also, workers have a psychological need for unions that
is not likely to be assuaged by cooperation.

In fact the

union may prove to be the channel of cooper·ation,
Employees also fear cooperation, because they associate
layoffs and ;,rage reduction with it.
back to the depression days.

'I'his concept is a throw-

As the case study of the Naumkeag

Company indicated, an r;;ra of recession and out-backs is a poor
climate for the development of a oooperati ve program.

Such

an era breeds host-ility to any innovation, as the status quo
is already being sha!{en to its foundation.

Once more, mutual

good faith coupled with the right economic atmosphere seems
to be the most appropriate solution,
"There thus appears to be solid grounds for believing
that where good faith exists between the parties the dangers

9.5
of aoope:r·a.t:ton have bee:d oversta.ted.n 37
is not always readlly obtained.

However, good faith

It :ts easier to mistrus·t than

to give the other party the benefit of the doubt.
then~
11

. a.

....

expect the oooperE?.tion

progr~m

We must

·t;o spread spasmatically,

being pioneered by those unions and f.irms that see in it

38

mr:~a.ns

of benefiting themselves.''

.

.

. While the immedia. te

prospects for the growth of the co9perat:i.on ldea is not
overly

optimi~tio,

the long run iJOtentlal is unlimited.

"New social arrangements to meet the needs of a new environment cannot be lnven ted for the mass of me.nkind by a few pro ...

fessed thinkers and. politicians, but must be the result of
innumerable experiments 1n whioh as mfmy individuals a.s
possible have freely taken part.u 39

\------.--~- - - · - -

J7lb1~., p. 455.

38 I,bid,.
39Graham a.
1---'-----'e-ompany.- -~ 1914-) -,-p .--; .511
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GENltRAL CONCLUSIONS
-~---~--

This paper began by presenting the un.ion leader •s
dil~mma--periodio

wage

l.nor~Jases

1

vihd.oh have been the past

justification of a union's formatio:n and continued existence,
- rnay now be completely offset by a combina.tion of price

increases and

u:~:l.employme.nt;

in addition. unwarra11ted v;age

raises could evoke legislative measures to control the
threat of an

:ln:flationar~r

economic spiral.

on this thesis, the writer 11.as
tion as to whether labor unions

~ssayed
can~

Predicated

to answer· the ques-

at timc::J, justify their
I

I

existence to tneir members by promoting l!JOrker benefits which

are, in the long run, non-cost items to the employer.
Unions make non ... pecuniary contributions to their ,mem-

bers in the psychological

sphere~

in the realm of worker

security, and, thirdly, in the area of procluction cooperation.

In the first category, the psychological sphere, the
union serves as a balancer of power between labor and manage ....

ment.

~~-~-

--~

-~--~

-

--

~

----·

Be the employer militant or benevolent, the exist-

ence of a unib:rf helps provide the workingman a measure of

peace of mind by protecttng his prlde, dignity, and self
confidence from possible infr:i.n.gement.
TodayJ the predominant realm in which unions render a

non ...~peounia-ry &erviee to their members is thai;;- of worker
security.

By virtue of collective bargaining agreements,

unions have succeeded in greatly increatsing rank ....and-:f1le

97
protection 1

This pa.per has delved into the various specific
I

non-monetary beneftts in some d.etaJ.l to indicate the\ degree

of relative importance of .each.

Safety provisions seem to

have evoked the most union-management response and successful
cooperation.

Health benefits; in the main, tend, t;o be employer-

L

--- ------

financed and, as such, should not be construed as non ..·peounlary
-:rn natu:r.e.

Use of the seniority me.thod of seleotioh. with

regard; to promotion, transfer, and layoff and. rehiring is
directly proportional to the size of the particular company

and relative

str~ngth

of the union involved.

The predominance

of seniority over merit as the prime basis of selection has

long/been identified in the
gress 1ve unionism.

workers~

mind as the fruit of pro ...

It was • of course 1 immediately conceded ,by

the writer that the abuse of seniority will surely involve a.
money cost to the employer.

Another equally important, col ...

laot1ve bargaining.provision to the rank-a:nd .... file is that :f'or
grievance procedure.

II

Virtually every major labor ...management

contract makes reference. either directly or by inference; to
·the processing of employee grievances.

Unions have become

quite adept and efficient in the actrnln1stration of the pro-

teoti ve machinery

est~ablished

in the wor1ring agreement •

l,oda.y 1 t is the service job done by the unions t-thich

111

for union identification.

mt~ke

It is more and more being taken

for granted; though its services are highly

appreciated.~~.

- - - __T~h=··UL situation -does -not endanger the exlstence of t.he Hunton;

. j
n.

,·
I

I

9B

but it leaves open tl1.e question of what the role of the union

.in

the organized work process wlll eventually be."

l

Production coope:r.tJ.tion, third major area of non.,

pecuniary union beneficial activity, possesses the potential
to raise the role of unions "Qa.ck to the dynamic position it
originally occupied.
Unions came into belng because

11

a man alone could ·not

Only by joint action could the oppressiveness of

do 1 t. 11

arbi tr•ary authority be diminished.

However, the degree of

success that unio:n.s have achieved in this und.0:rt;:1king has
resulted in an organization of t;he work process that
impedes creative self-express ion of the worl1:ers. tt

2

11

•••

.rhe

1

common bond1 of feeling themselves to victtms of exploitation,
which cemented the ra,nk-and ... file together, exists no more.
W1 th l ts pa@s il1g com0s the necessity of substituting an out-

let for self expression that also includes :l..nvolvement in a
group.
He have· a fetish for secur•1 ty, but at the same ·time

want a chel_~~~!IJSe il~ Ol.lJ:' (la~ly -~ork •.. lf3 tJ1~_r~~ t;h~nl a.ny p:eo~..,.

-------

gram which includes

th(~

ohCJ.llel'lge of self expression with

group association, but still retains the existing measures
of job seouri t;y'?

'rhe only one which has been tried. and

(~New- 'York: --Harper-and

2

Ipiq., p. 55.

Brothers' -1953) .~

pp~

.54•.)5;
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proven successful, e·ll'•!l'm in a limited area, is that of union'"'
ma.na,gement cooperation in production.
Success nottd thstanding, the fact that the cooperation
idea h,SJ.s been a last resort and. only in sporadic lnstances,

Slnce their

ma.y be attributed to lts rev:olutlonary nature.

lnaeption. unions have had to fight for their very exlstence.
Cooperation is a radically new and different a.pproaqh to an
old problem.

Most unions have not geal"'ed them;;1el ves to think

along the lines of reducing costs and lmprovj_ng methods.
While many unions do not realize employers neea. help in these

areas, others have found when aid. is proffered, it is refused.
Ma.nagement, faced 'vd th the ra.,;pid

spre~d

and increasing power

of unJ.ons, is prone to look upor:y~ny proposals of oooperatio~
a.s a further 1nva.s:1.on of their •tancient perogative" of decision

making•
While most employers have not sought union assistance,

exoept when forced to by economic adversity, this " ••• is no
reflection on the p:rogram, but upon the American character.
In all fields of

end~avor,

in the main, Amerioans.let mture

takELits--oW!l--course--unti-1 the wolf is at the door~'*J - Pespite - -

the dr&nvbacks of convention and established precedent 1 1 t
must be kept hi mind that the :policy of cooperf.:ttio:n is

economically sound and practicable.

As initially stated in

the introduction, it is not within the scope of this pape.r
to establish the

-------

-

-------

------

-

-

-

------

)Golden and Huttenberg, .QQ• £,!~., p. 283.

-

-

-
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respective non-cost services which unions render them.

At

what point do union members feel that non-pecuniary benefits
may be equitably substituted for wage increases?

r·or··variables are involved.,

as

..

A number

"

\

·--·

indicated i:n the Naumkeag Case~

i

·) Chief among these is the immediate prevailing economic

-r

I
I

-~

(1.

c·llm"'·... t""'·..., •

t.r
we

~may,

~ f er some thi :ng of the rank ......"" nl,.t""
.:~
perhaps, .a.:n

··file esteem for the various oolleotive bargaining provisions
by their relative. frequency of

appearance in contracts.

Contributions in the psychological sphere are, more. or less,.

taken for granted by union members.

Aside from sporadic

:i.nstanoes, benefits from production cooperation exist only
as a future· potential.

It remains for union leade,rs to

extricate themselves from their dilemma by initiating an
$dtioatlonal'prbgtam for members stressing:

(1) impossibility

of wage raises not predicated on produotlvity increases; (2)

numerous and. substantial non-cost benefits tllat unions secure
for their members; and (J) value of production cooperation as.

a means of increasing productivity and, hence,- wages.

Lastly,

union lead.ers must strive to promote a f)l"o_gr•arn fol" P!'9flt..t.9t1on.____ _
--- ·

~c-ooperation

even if

managem(~nt

is, at first, reticent.

This program is no utopian approach for; as ool.leot1ve
bargaining matures and comes of age, we may expect both union
and management to reQoh decisions with long run objectives in
mind.

nThe business process

101
muoh as a means of earning a 11v1ng 1 11
many.)

Clothier, Personnel
p. 550.

4

(and it is now.for
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